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Abstract

Nanoparticles (NPs) can stabilize the so-called Pickering emulsions. These emulsions are used in many applications, including biofuel upgrading, material synthesis, food preservations and pharmaceutical processes. The fundamental understanding of the behavior of NPs adsorbed at oil/water interfaces is required to effectively utilize NPs for these and other applications. To this end, dissipative particle dynamics simulations were implemented and used herein. Various NP types, NP concentrations, and oil/water interfacial curvatures were systematically investigated. We found that the NP surface chemistry, NP shape, NP concentration at the interface, system composition, and curvature of the oil/water interface are all the key factors that can alter structural and dynamical properties of the NPs at interfaces. In some cases, evidence for emergent behavior has been documented. Among other interesting results, we found that when adsorbed at a flat oil/water interface, the averaged two-dimensional self-diffusion coefficient for a mixture of two types of spherical NPs of equal surface density is not a monotonic function of the NP composition. It was found that spherical Janus NPs are better at reducing interfacial tension than spherical NPs with homogeneous distribution of surface functional groups (homogenous NPs). For ellipsoidal Janus NPs it was found that the NP orientation with respect to the oil/water interface depends on the NP surface chemistry and aspect ratio. Ellipsoidal Janus NPs are more effective at reducing the interfacial tension than spherical NPs. An isotropic-nematic phase transition was observed for ellipsoidal Janus NPs with high aspect ratio as the NP surface density increased. Ellipsoidal NPs were found to yield isotropic, axial nematic, radial nematic, and isotropic phases with axial nematic domains, depending on
droplet diameter, NP surface density, aspect ratio and surface chemistry. In addition, we found that the NPs behavior at curved interfaces strongly depend on the liquid type. It was found that NPs with high aspect ratios and few surface nonpolar beads, when adsorbed on a water droplet, have two equilibrium orientation angles. This observation becomes more interesting when one considers that the same NPs adsorbed on an oil droplet show only one preferential orientation angle. When coupled with appropriate experimental observations, our findings could be useful for the advancement of all those applications in which Pickering emulsions could be used.
Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1. Emulsion Overview

Emulsions are formed when one liquid is dispersed into another immiscible liquid. Typical immiscible liquids are oil and water. Emulsions have been found in many applications including foods (salad dressings, deserts), cosmetics (hand creams, lotions), pharmaceuticals, oil processing, and biofuel upgrading. It has been proposed to use emulsions in many other fields, including templates for material synthesis.

1.2. Stability of Emulsions

The stability of emulsions refers to the ability to resist changes in their properties over time. There are many processes require long living emulsions. However emulsions are thermodynamically unstable, oil and water will separate rather quickly. The oil/water phase separation occurs under various ways, including sedimentation, coalescence, flocculation and Ostwald ripening. Sedimentation occurs when the oil and water with different densities are separated by gravity. The coalescence occurs when two droplets come into contact; the thin liquid films around the droplets are broken, resulting in the fusion of two contacting droplets. This is considered as the most severe cause of emulsion instability. Flocculation involves the aggregation of the droplets. This occurs when the repulsion between droplets is weak. The Ostwald ripening relates to the disappearance of the small droplets. This is because the difference in solubility between the small and the large droplets. As time passes, the molecules of the smaller droplets diffuse through the continuous medium and deposit onto the larger droplets causing phase separation.
1.3. Particles as Emulsifiers

1.3.1. Pickering Emulsions

To increase the stability of emulsions, emulsifiers are used. Perhaps, the most typical emulsifier is surfactants. These compounds will prevent or delay the phase separation when adsorbed at the droplet surfaces. Small particles (e.g., nanoparticles NPs) have been proposed to be used as emulsifiers over the last one hundred years.\textsuperscript{16,17} The particle-stabilized-emulsions have been known as Pickering emulsions.\textsuperscript{18} This topic has received tremendous attention over the last few decades. Several reasons can explain this increasing interest.

First, particle-stabilized emulsions offer some advantages over the traditional surfactant.\textsuperscript{19-22} Surfactant stabilized emulsions cause some problems, including skin tissue irritation.\textsuperscript{22} The viscosity of the Pickering emulsions can be easily adjusted by manipulating the types and concentration of NPs.\textsuperscript{20} The surface chemistry of particles can be easily modified, yielding effective emulsifiers.\textsuperscript{21} In addition, many emulsion systems naturally contain particles, including silica or clay in oil processing.\textsuperscript{23,24}

Second, many applications related to Pickering emulsions have been explored.\textsuperscript{8,11,25-30,11,28-33} These emulsions can be used as templates for advanced material synthesis.\textsuperscript{11} The studies of particles adsorbed onto the interfaces give insights for other fields, including the crystal growth mechanism in crystallization.\textsuperscript{29,30} Composite microcapsule and microspheres synthesis are based on Pickering emulsions.\textsuperscript{26-28} Interfacial catalysts, in which the catalysts are adsorbed at the oil/water interface and catalyze reactions in both oil and water phases, are proposed to be used in biofuel
upgrading.\textsuperscript{8,25} By using these catalysts, it is possible to control the desired reactions in both oil and water phases.

Finally, the novel development of particles provides many types of particles which can be effective emulsifiers. Silica particles can be made polar and nonpolar to stabilize oil-in-water (o/w) and water-in-oil (w/o) emulsions, respectively.\textsuperscript{31,32} Inversion of emulsions (from o/w to w/o and vice versa) can be achieved by changing the composition of mixture of polar silica and nonpolar silica.\textsuperscript{33} Polymer-grafted particles can be effective emulsifiers.\textsuperscript{34-37} For example, poly (styrenesulfonate)-grafted silica NPs stabilize heptane-in-water emulsions with a very low concentration of particles (0.04 weight \% particles).\textsuperscript{37}

1.3.2. Pickering Emulsion Stabilization Mechanism

Although the Pickering emulsions have been widely used, the stabilization mechanisms are not totally understood.\textsuperscript{14,38-45} It is widely accepted that particles kinetically stabilize emulsions. However, whether or not particles can thermodynamically stabilize emulsions is still in debate.\textsuperscript{38,42}

1.3.2.1. Kinetic Stability

Kinetic stability relates to the presence of NPs on droplet surfaces and prevents coalescence.\textsuperscript{40,44} Kinetically stabilized emulsions can be last for several months to years. Typically, particles will adsorb on the droplet surfaces, create steric layers and prevent droplet combination. This mechanism depends on the ability of particles to adsorb on droplet surfaces, which relates to desorption energy, and the interaction between particles.
a. Desorption Energy

To stabilize emulsions, particles must adsorb on droplet surfaces. This relates to the desorption energy of particle i.e., the energy required to remove particles from the interface into the bulk phase. Levine et al.,\textsuperscript{40} found that desorption energy is strongly correlated to the stability of emulsions. It is difficult to break the particle layer and allow coalescence when the desorption energy is high. Consider a small spherical particle with a uniform surface chemistry, the detachment energy is calculated as:\textsuperscript{41,43,45}

\[
\Delta E = \pi r^2 \gamma_{ow} (1 \pm \cos \theta)
\]  

(1.1)

Here \( r \) is the radius of a spherical particle, \( \gamma_{ow} \) is the oil/water interfacial tension, \( \theta \) is the three phases contact angle of particle at the interface, measured though the water phase. Inside the bracket, the plus (minus) sign is for particle desorbs into the oil (water) phase.

The desorption energy depends on particle contact angle and size (see Figure 1.1). The results from this figure suggest that particles must have appropriate contact angle and size in order to stabilize emulsions. The smaller particles offer higher packing efficiency, thus yielding higher stability emulsions.\textsuperscript{32,46,47} However, too small particles have too small desorption energy. Such particles are not strongly pinned to the interface to stabilize emulsions. In general, to successfully stabilize emulsions, the size of particles must range from a few nanometers to a micrometer.\textsuperscript{46-48}
People also found that particles with small contact angle ($\theta < 30^\circ$) or large angle ($\theta > 150^\circ$) may not stay at the interface because the desorption energy is small. Such NPs, in principle, are not able to stabilize emulsions. For other values of contact angle, it is suggested that NPs with $\theta < 90^\circ$ stabilize oil-in-water (o/w) emulsions while NPs with $\theta > 90^\circ$ stabilize water-in-oil emulsions (see Figure 1.2).

**Figure 1.1.** Desorption energy of a particle as a function of contact angle at various particle radius.

**Figure 1.2.** Bending behavior of emulsion droplets coated in particles
b. Particle-Particle Interaction

Because desorption energy of a particle is rather large, the adsorption of particles on the oil/water interface is considered irreversible. It is believed that adsorbed particles generate a steric barrier to prevent the coalescence. As two droplets covered by particles approach each other, the adsorbed particles on the two closest regions of two droplets begin to interact. The effective repulsion between droplets depends on the interaction between NPs. The particle-particle interactions also affect the network structures of particles on the droplet, which have great effect on coalescing.

1.3.2.2. Thermodynamic Stability

Whether particles thermodynamically stabilize emulsions is a question that needs further investigations. The thermodynamic stabilization of emulsions is related to the free energy of emulsion formation, $\Delta G$. Without NPs, $\Delta G$ is always positive because the emulsion formation process creates new interfaces. Therefore, bare emulsions are thermodynamically unstable.

The presence of particles can lower $\Delta G$, and sometimes makes $\Delta G$ negative, yielding thermodynamically stabilized emulsions. One possible way that particles can lower $\Delta G$ come from the contribution of adsorption energy which is negative. This energy has the same magnitude but opposite sign with desorption energy. To make $\Delta G$ negative, the magnitude of adsorption energy must be high. It is suggested that some Janus particles might have this ability. Robert Aveyard, using theoretical calculation, suggested that $\Delta G$ of emulsions stabilized by spherical Janus particles is negative. This research is supported by the recent research done by Lee et al., who found that the
Janus Dumbbells can offer thermodynamically stabilized emulsions. Indeed the calculated free energy of emulsion formation is negative.

1.4. Parameters Affecting the Stability of Pickering Emulsions.

Regarding the discussion on the mechanisms of Pickering emulsion stabilization, the stability of emulsions depends on the structure of the NP layers and the interaction between particles. Such properties were found to depend on a number of factors, including the nature of particles (e.g. contact angle, size and shape) and the operation conditions (e.g. particle concentration and composition).

1.4.1. Particle Characteristics

a. Particle Surface Chemistry

Both the nature of particle surface function groups and their distribution have been found to have great effect on emulsions. Bink et al.,$^{52}$ theoretically calculate the adsorption of homogeneous and Janus particles at the oil/water interface. He found that Janus particles are pinned more strongly at the o/w interface than homogeneous particles. He also suggested that Janus NPs are more efficient in stabilizing emulsions.

b. Shape of Particles

The shape of particles was found to be an important factor influencing the stability of emulsions. Non-spherical particles (ellipsoids, dumbbells, rods) can create orientation angles with respect to the o/w interface, leading to complex structures of particles.$^{53-55}$ This will affect the mechanism that particles stabilize emulsions. For example, Boode and Walstra$^{56}$ found that the protruding crystals tend to form a bridge between two droplets in coalescing process. This does not occur for crystals which are
oriented parallel to the interface. Madivala et al.\textsuperscript{57} mentioned that hematite ellipsoidal NPs with small aspect ratios are not able to stabilize o/w emulsions. However, when the aspect ratio is high, such NPs can stabilize emulsions. It has been reported that the minimum amount of nanorods needed to stabilize an emulsion decreases when the length of nanorods increases.\textsuperscript{58} The shape of particles has a great effect on the particle structure, interfacial rheology, which are important factor affecting emulsion stability.

1.4.2. Operation Conditions

a. Oil Type

When particles with $\theta \sim 90^\circ$ are used, the property of emulsions depends on the volume fraction of solvents, the initial phase where particles are introduced, and the oil type.\textsuperscript{32,33,59} For example, toluene-water mixtures, w/o emulsions were formed when silica particles are initially dispersed in oil while o/w emulsions are preferred when NPs are dispersed in water.\textsuperscript{59} It was also suggested that silica particles with intermediate hydrophobicity stabilize o/w emulsions when oils are nonpolar (e.g., hydrocarbons) and stabilize w/o emulsions when polar oils were used (e.g., fatty acid and ester). This was supported by Frelichowska et al.\textsuperscript{60} who used bare silica particles (polar surface) to stabilize o/w emulsion when oil is polar oil.

b. Particle Concentration

The concentration of particles is an important factor governing the stability and many aspects of emulsions. Tambe and Sharma\textsuperscript{41} suggested that particles must cover all the droplet interface in order to prevent coalescence. This idea is supported by Frelichlowska et al.\textsuperscript{60} who found that the stability of o/w emulsions increases with
increasing silica particle concentration. However, some reports have demonstrated that sometimes emulsions can be stabilized by particles at low concentration.\textsuperscript{51,61} For example, Vignati et al., \textsuperscript{51} showed that silica particles can stabilize emulsions at concentration only $\sim 15\%$ of a dense monolayer.

1.5. Liquid Crystals

Liquid crystal materials have properties from both liquid and solid phases.\textsuperscript{62} The distinguishing characteristic of these materials is the orientational order i.e. the non-spherical molecules have one common direction. This is different with liquid phases, which have no intrinsic order, and with solid phases, which have high order. When non-spherical particles adsorb on the oil/water interface, they can have orientational order, depending on particle designs (e.g. aspect ratio, surface chemistry), particle surface density and the curvature of the oil/water interface. The orientational order of the particles is expected to have great effect on utilizing particles, for example, designing optical and electrical devices.

1.6. Research Objectives

Despite this wealth of research, there are a number of unsolved questions. In this thesis, we address three problems,

(i) We quantify the structural and dynamical properties of particles adsorbed at the oil/water interface. The particles can be either similar or a mixture of two types of particles.

(ii) We access the structures and the emergent behavior of ellipsoidal Janus particles when they are adsorbed at the flat oil/water interface.
(iii) We investigate the ellipsoidal Janus particles assembled on the droplet interfaces.

We used dissipative particle dynamics simulations to investigate the behavior of NPs adsorbed at the oil/water interface (see chapter 2). We used particles with different surface chemistries (i.e. polar and nonpolar) and shape (i.e. spherical and ellipsoidal shapes). Various operation conditions are considered, including heterogeneous mixture of particles, particle concentration and the curvature of the oil/water interfaces. In chapter 2 we discuss about the simulation method. In chapter 3 we present the structural and dynamical properties of systems of NPs with different surface coverage and composition. In chapter 4, we focus on the interfacial tension reduction, the network structures, and the emergent behavior of ellipsoidal Janus particles when adsorbed at the flat oil/water interface. In chapter 5, we remove the flat oil/water interface constraint. We assess the structures of ellipsoidal particles assembled at spherical oil/water interfaces. Finally, we summarize our main findings in chapter 6.
Chapter 2. Simulation Methodology

To investigate the property of the system, the molecular dynamics (MD) simulation is often used. The Newton’s equation of motion is implemented in this method to find the trajectories of atoms and molecules. The interactions between atoms (molecules) can be Lennard-Jones, van der Waals, and electrostatic forces. This method is appropriate for small systems where the number of atoms (molecules) is small. However, it is difficult to use MD simulation to simulate complex systems because (i) the number of calculation is too large, and (ii) long MD simulation may generate cumulative errors in numerical integration.

All the simulations in this thesis are considered big systems, and the MD simulation cannot be employed. We use dissipative particle dynamics (DPD) method. This method is considered a coarse graining model of MD simulation. It reduces the number of calculations by grouping some atoms (molecules) into one group, which is called bead. There are three kinds of interaction forces in the DPD systems, namely, conservative, dissipative, and random forces. The conservative force is the interaction between DPD beads. It is calculated to ensure the compressibility of the fluids inside the system. Dissipative force is to account the energy lost due to the frictional force inside bead. Random force is taken into account because we lost degrees of freedom by grouping the molecules. Detailed descriptions of the DPD formalism are available in the literature.\textsuperscript{39,63,64}

Dissipative particle dynamics simulations were performed using LAMMPS.\textsuperscript{65} In our simulations water and oil are present. One water bead represents 5 water molecules.
Following our prior work,\textsuperscript{44,66} the oil is intended to represent decane. Two ‘oil’ beads, connected with one harmonic spring, represent one decane molecule. Inspired by Zerbetto and coworkers,\textsuperscript{67} each nanoparticle is modeled as a hollow rigid NP. We used polar (p) and non-polar (ap) beads, we changed their ratio and their distribution on the NPs surface. The scaled liquid density is set to 3, and the scaled mass of each bead (oil, water, as well as NP beads) is set to 1. The self-interaction parameters, derived from the fluids compressibility, were calculated following Groot and Warren.\textsuperscript{68} The interaction parameter between water beads and oil beads reproduces the water-decane interfacial tension, as described previously.\textsuperscript{44,66,69} The nanoparticle-solvent interaction parameters were parameterized to reproduce the contact angle obtained via MD simulations for one silica NP at decane-water interface.\textsuperscript{69} The NP-NP interaction parameters differ somewhat compared to those used in our previous work.\textsuperscript{44,66} Specifically, the interaction parameters between NPs polar and non-polar beads were adjusted to ensure that NPs are able to assemble and disassemble without yielding permanent dimers at the water/oil interface. All DPD parameters are given in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1. DPD interaction parameters expressed in $k_B T/R$ units. Symbols ‘w’, ‘o’, ‘ap’, and ‘p’ are for water beads, oil beads, NP non-polar beads, and NP polar beads, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>w</th>
<th>o</th>
<th>ap</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>w</td>
<td>131.5</td>
<td>198.5</td>
<td>178.5</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o</td>
<td>131.5</td>
<td>161.5</td>
<td>218.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ap</td>
<td></td>
<td>450</td>
<td>670</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>450</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All simulations were carried out in the NVE ensemble. The scaled temperature is 1, equivalent to 298.73 K. The DPD time scale $\tau = 7.6 \text{ps}$ is obtained by fitting the self-diffusion coefficient of water in DPD simulation to the experimental water self-diffusion coefficient.
Chapter 3. Nanoparticles Adsorbed at the Water/Oil Interface: Coverage and Composition Effects on Structure and Diffusion

The material presented in this chapter was published in 2013 in Langmuir, Volume 29.

3.1. Abstract

Dissipative particle dynamics simulations are performed to study the structural and dynamical properties of various systems of nanoparticles accumulated at the water/oil interface. Homogeneous and Janus nanoparticles with different surface compositions are studied. For all nanoparticles, as the surface density increases, a transition from liquid-like to solid-like state is observed, as expected. At high density of nanoparticles, hexagonal structures emerge and the nanoparticles self-diffusion coefficient decreases due to caging effects. Similar results are observed for nanoparticles with different surface chemistry. Because different nanoparticles have different contact angles at the water/oil interface, more interesting are the results obtained for systems containing mixed nanoparticles. For example, our results show that the self-diffusion coefficient is not a monotonic function of the system composition, caused by the complex relation between hydrodynamic interactions and effective nanoparticle-nanoparticle interactions.

3.2. Introduction

Pickering emulsions,\textsuperscript{71} stabilized by nanoparticles (NPs) adsorbed at liquid-liquid interfaces, have found applications in crude oil recovery,\textsuperscript{72,73} biofuel processing,\textsuperscript{74}
cosmetics, encapsulation for drug delivery, food preservation, etc. To further develop these applications the influence of NPs interfacial behavior on emulsion stability needs to be clarified.

Many experimental efforts described the structure of NP monolayers at interfaces. Bink et al. investigated the packing of NPs at the air-water interface finding that the compression elastic modulus can reach a maximum when the contact angle is ~ 90°. NP size and contact angle affect adsorption isotherms and interfacial tension. It has been shown that Janus NPs are more effective in reducing the interfacial tension than homogeneous NPs with similar over-all chemical composition. Interfacial systems containing both surfactants and NPs have also been investigated, sometimes showing competing phenomena.

Besides the structure of NP monolayers, the NPs diffusion also affects the system stability. The NPs diffusion at interfaces depends on surface coverage, hydrodynamic and effective NP-NP interactions. The effect of fluids viscosity on the NPs diffusion remains elusive, and ‘caging’ effects that can slow the NPs diffusion have been reported at high NP coverage.

Simulation studies aid the interpretation of experimental observations. Using molecular dynamics (MD), for example, Dai and coworkers discussed competing phenomena when NPs and surfactants adsorb at the oil-water interface. Larger systems can be studied with coarse-graining techniques, with the shortcoming of losing some atomistic details. For example, Fan and Striolo implemented dissipative particle dynamics (DPD) to investigate (a) the mechanism of droplets coalescence, and (b) the interfacial tension in the presence of NPs.
Following this line of research, in the present manuscript we use DPD simulations to quantify structure and dynamics of NPs at a water-oil interface as a function of NP type and surface coverage. As opposed to most of the studies available in the literature, particular emphasis is given here to mixed systems. In the remainder of this article we first discuss the simulation methodology, including some differences compared to our prior attempts; we discuss the results (first for homogeneous systems, then for mixtures); and finally we summarize our main findings.

3.3. Simulation Methodology

![Simulation Snapshot](image)

**Figure 3.1.** Representative simulation snapshot for the systems considered in this work. A biphasic system containing water and oil is considered. Pink and cyan beads represent water (w) and oil (o), respectively. At the conditions considered water and oil yield two planar interfaces, where several nanoparticles (NPs) adsorb. The number of NPs adsorbed on one interface equals that adsorbed on the other interface. Purple and green beads represent non-polar (ap) and polar beads (p) on the NPs, respectively. In the specific case considered in this snapshot 50% of the NPs are homogeneous (50HP) and 50% Janus (50JP). Details on NPs type are given in **Figure 3.2**.

In **Figure 3.1** we present the typical setup considered in our simulations. In each of the systems simulated, water and oil demix, and nanoparticles (NPs) adsorb at the water-oil interface, always planar. Because of periodic boundary conditions, two
interfaces are present within one simulation box. An equal number of NPs are adsorbed on both interfaces. No NPs are present within the bulk water and/or oil phases. The simulation system size is $L_x \times L_y \times L_z \approx 30 \times 30 \times 40 R_c^3$, where $R_c$ is the cutoff radius in the DPD formalism, and $L_i$ is the length of the simulation box along the $i$ direction. Orthorhombic boxes are used.

Each NP is modeled as a hollow rigid sphere with 192 beads on the surface and 1 bead at the center. The NPs have radius $2R_c$ (~1.5nm). We used polar (p) and non-polar (ap) beads, we changed their ratio and their distribution on the NPs surface. We considered homogeneous NPs, abbreviated as ‘HP’, on which the chemical groups are randomly distributed on the NP surface, and Janus NPs, denoted by ‘JP’, on which beads of one type are segregated on one face of the NP. In our notation, the number (i.e., 25, 50, and 75) before ‘HP’ or ‘JP’ indicates the fraction of non-polar beads on the NP surface. In 25HP NPs, e.g., 25% of the surface beads are non-polar. The NPs considered are represented schematically in Figure 3.2.

![Figure 3.2](image)

**Figure 3.2.** Schematic representation of the NPs simulated in this work. Different panels represent different NPs: panel (a) is for 75HP; (b) for 50HP; (c) for 25HP; (d) for 25JP; (e) for 50JP; and (f) for 75JP NPs. Purple and green beads are non-polar (ap) and polar (ap), respectively. HP and JP indicate homogeneous and Janus NPs, respectively.
In Table 3.1 we report the averaged contact angles obtained during our DPD simulations for the various NPs at the water-decane interface. The data reported are averaged over all the NP surface densities considered. In general, the contact angle does not change with surface density of NPs. The \( \theta \) standard deviations for Janus NPs are smaller than those for homogeneous NPs with the same overall surface composition. This suggests that the Janus NPs fluctuate less in the direction perpendicular to the interface (they are more strongly pinned to the interface). Based on our earlier studies,\(^{44}\) this observation might suggest that Janus NPs could be better capable of stabilizing Pickering emulsions than their homogeneous counterparts.

**Table 3.1.** Three-phase contact angle \( \theta \) obtained from DPD simulations. Data are averaged over all surface densities considered in this work for simulations with one NP type.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>75HP</th>
<th>50HP</th>
<th>25HP</th>
<th>25JP</th>
<th>50JP</th>
<th>75JP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contact angle  ( \theta ) ((^{\circ}))</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.4. Results and Discussion

Our results, both for single NPs and for mixed NP systems, are quantified as a function of the NPs surface coverage, which is defined as:

\[
\phi = n^* \pi l^2 / 4A
\]  

In Eq. (3.1), \( n \) is the number of NPs absorbed at the interface, \( A \) is the surface area (correspondent to the simulation box area parallel to the interface), and \( d \) is the shortest distance between two NPs, as obtained from the first peak in radial distribution functions (described later).
3.4.1. Single-NP Systems

The interfacial tension $\gamma$ as a function of NPs surface coverage $\phi$ is calculated as\textsuperscript{108}

$$\gamma = \left( P_{zz} - \frac{P_{xx} + P_{yy}}{2} \right) \frac{L_z}{2}$$

(3.2)

In Eq. (3.2), $P_{ij}$ is the $ij$ element of the pressure tensor, $L_z$ is the simulation box length in the $z$ dimension, and angular brackets denote ensemble averages. The results are shown in Figure 3.3.

In qualitative agreement with results obtained with the ‘micro-Wilhelmy plate’ algorithm, reported previously\textsuperscript{66}, our results suggest that NPs reduce the interfacial tension only when their surface coverage is significant, which is expected to yield strong NP-NP repulsions. Hórvölgyi\textsuperscript{109} and Stirner\textsuperscript{110} pointed out that NP-NP repulsion yields a large contribution to the pressure tensor in Eq. (3.2). Our results are consistent with some experimental results,\textsuperscript{111,112} including the reduced surface pressures reported as a function of coverage for particle-laden interfaces.\textsuperscript{113}

Out of the particles considered here, the 50JP NPs show the highest capability of reducing the interfacial tension, which is consistent with prior results.\textsuperscript{66} At high $\phi$, the interfacial tension decreases much faster for 50JP than 50HP NPs, while the difference between 75HP and 75JP NPs, or that between 25HP and 25JP NPs, is not obvious, probably because these NPs yield similar contact angles.
Figure 3.3. Interfacial tension as a function of surface coverage for various NPs at the water/oil interface. Only one type of NP is present in each of the systems considered. Symbols are simulation results. The error bars represent one standard deviation from the average. Lines are guides to the eye.

To quantify the structure of NPs at interfaces we computed the order parameter $\psi_6^{114,115}$ as a function of surface coverage. The order parameter is obtained as:

$$\psi_6 = \frac{1}{N_t} \sum_{i=1}^{N_t} \frac{1}{N_p} \sum_{j=1}^{N_p} \left| \alpha \sum_{k} \exp(i6\theta_{jk}) \right|$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.3)

In Eq. (3.3), $i$ is the imaginary unit; $N_t$ and $N_p$ are the number of frames used for the calculations, and the number of NPs present at the interface, respectively; $\theta_{jk}$ is the angle between the vector joining NPs $j$ and $k$ and an arbitrary reference axis. For every NP $j$, only NPs within one NP diameter were considered as candidates for calculating $\psi_6$ (next-neighboring NPs). The order parameter $\psi_6$ is sensitive to local hexagonal order. For liquid-like disordered structures, $\psi_6$ approaches zero, while for hexagonal structures $\psi_6 = 1$.  
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In our results (Figure 3.4) $\psi_6$ increases with the surface coverage, following a trend opposite than that, but reminiscent of the one discussed for the interfacial tension. The slope change in Figure 3.4 might suggest a disorder-to-order phase transition from low to high densities, which is reflected in Figure 3.3. These results are consistent with experimental observations from Okubo, who reported reductions in interfacial tension for systems in which the NPs organize in crystalline structures at the interface, but not when the NPs show liquid-like structures.

![Figure 3.4. Six-bond orientational order parameter obtained for different NPs as a function of surface coverage. Panels (a) and (b) are for homogenous and Janus NPs, respectively. Error bars are obtained as one standard deviation from the average. Lines are guides for the eye.](image)

To further characterize the NPs structure at the interfaces we calculated 2-dimensional radial distribution functions $g(r)$, shown in Figure 3.5. For brevity, we only report results for 4 NP types, i.e., 75HP, 25HP, 50HP, and 50JP NPs, in Figures 3.5a, 3.5b, 3.5c, and 5d, respectively. In each case, we consider 4 representative surface coverages, i.e., 0.26, 0.53, 0.66, and 0.79.
The RDFs are consistent with a low-density fluid at low NP coverage, and with a more structured phase at high density. For all NPs the results show many peaks, which can be grouped in those representing the first and second neighboring shells, respectively. Within each shell (e.g., peaks at distances less than 7 Rc for the first shell), the individual peaks are separated by intervening solvent beads packed in between the NPs. The solvation layers decrease as the NPs surface density increases. Although it is possible that, for example, water molecules yield long-lived layered structures near a solid substrate,\textsuperscript{117,118} the pronounced structuring at short NP-NP separation in our RDFs is most probably an artifact of the simulation methodology. However, the transition between a disordered low-density to an ordered NP aggregate is consistent with experimental observations. In Figure 3.6 we report representative simulation snapshots to illustrate the disordered NPs aggregate obtained at low density (left panel) and the hexagonally ordered aggregate obtained at high density (right). In the right panel note that the NPs are sometimes separated by one layer of solvent beads (lower right corner), and some other times by two-three layers of solvent beads (upper left corner). The similarity between RDFs obtained for different NPs types suggests that excluded volume effects, rather than details in NP-NP interactions due to the surface chemical properties, are the driving forces for the observed structural results for NPs at water-decane interfaces.
Figure 3.5 Two-dimensional radial distribution functions $g(r)$ obtained for various NPs at increasing the NP surface coverage. Panels (a), (b), (c), and (d) are for 75HP, 25HP, 50HP, and 50JP NPs, respectively. The insets are enlargements at short NP-NP distances. Results are obtained at increasing surface density.

Figure 3.6. Top view of representative simulation snapshots obtained for 50JP NPs assembled at the water-oil interface. Panels (a) and (b) are for surface coverage 0.53 and 0.79, respectively. The results are representative of disordered liquid-like structure and of ordered hexagonal structure, respectively.
We quantified the NPs in-plane self-diffusion coefficient from the two-dimensional mean square displacement. The NPs mobility depends on the viscosity of both liquids at the interface, although the mechanism remains elusive. The NPs diffusion also depends on direct NP-NP interactions, especially when the NP density is large enough to generate ‘cages’ around each individual NP. As the NP coverage increases hydrodynamic effects become coupled with NP-NP and NP-solvent correlations. In some cases it has even been reported that hydrodynamic interactions can enhance the NPs self-diffusion coefficient.

**Figure 3.7.** Self-diffusion coefficient as a function of surface coverage for various NP types. Panels (a), (b), and (c) compare 75HP and 25HP, 75JP and 25JP, and 50HP and 50JP NPs, respectively. Error bars, one standard deviation from the average, can be smaller than the symbols. Lines are guides for the eye.

In **Figure 3.7** we compare the in-plane self-diffusion coefficients obtained for 75HP and 25HP NPs (panel a), 75JP and 25JP NPs (b), and 50HP and 50JP NPs (b). For each NP type we report the self-diffusion coefficient as a function of surface coverage. In all cases at low $\phi$ the diffusion coefficients decrease almost linearly as $\phi$ increases, which has been observed by others. Our results suggest that, at low coverage, $D_{75\text{HP}} > D_{25\text{HP}}$, $D_{75\text{JP}} \sim D_{25\text{JP}}$ and $D_{50\text{HP}} > D_{50\text{JP}}$. These differences might be explained in terms of NP-solvent interactions, which are due to a combination of the contact angle and to
the composition of the NP surface. For example, the 75HP NPs contain a significant number of non-polar beads on their interface, while the 25HP NPs contain many polar beads. Both 75HP and 25HP NPs are immersed into the aqueous phase (contact angle < 90°). Because the interactions between polar (non-polar) NP beads and water (oil) beads are less repulsive than those between polar (non-polar) NP beads and oil (water) beads, the hydrodynamic resistance is expected to be larger for 25HP than for 75HP NPs, leading to slower diffusion ($D_{25HP} < D_{75HP}$). Similar observations qualitatively explain the differences in NPs diffusion shown in Figs. 3.7b and 3.7c.

As the coverage increases, the diffusion coefficients do not depend strongly on the NPs type. At these conditions NP-NP interactions influence the self-diffusion coefficient. Comparing the two-dimensional RDFs to the self-diffusion coefficients we observe that when the RDF peaks are more intense and closely packed (indicative of strong NP-NP attraction), the self-diffusion coefficient is lower. At high NP coverage it is possible that the NPs are trapped in cages formed by neighboring NPs. To quantify this possibility we calculated the scaled vector-vector correlation function:

$$V(\Delta t, t) = \frac{1}{\Delta r^2} \left\langle \sum_{j=1}^{N_i} \frac{1}{N_p} \sum_{i=1}^{N_p} (r_j(\Delta t) \cdot r_{j+i}(\Delta t)) \right\rangle.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.4)

In Eq. (4), $\Delta t$ is the time interval used to define the vector at any time $t$. In our calculations $\Delta t = 0.6 \tau$ (see Methods section for the DPD time scale $\tau$). The autocorrelation function is calculated as a function of time $t$. The mean square displacement $\Delta r^2$, was also calculated as a function of time to compare results obtained at different surface coverages. $V$ decreases as time progresses, and it might become negative if a NP changes directions, e.g., when it rebounds inside a cage.
Representative results for the autocorrelation function $V$ as a function of time are reported in Figure 3.8. For 75 HP NPs (Figure 3.8a), the autocorrelation function decays slowly from 1 to 0 at low surface coverage, due to rare encounters between different NPs. As the surface coverage increases the autocorrelation function decays rapidly to 0, because more NP-NP encounters lead to frequent changes in the direction of NP motion. When the surface coverage is above ~0.53, the autocorrelation function decays to negative values, and then gradually increases to zero, suggesting the formation of cages. In panel (b) of Figure 3.8 we report results obtained for six different NPs at surface coverage 0.66. In all cases the autocorrelation function is indicative of caging effects. The minima in the autocorrelation functions depend on the NP type, with $V_{75\text{HP}} < V_{25\text{HP}}$; $V_{75\text{JP}} < V_{25\text{JP}}$; $V_{50\text{HP}} < V_{50\text{JP}}$, which might be related to the self-diffusion coefficients at large surface coverage. Comparing our results, caging effects appear at coverages sufficient to yield hexagonally ordered NP structures and reduce the water-oil interfacial tension.

Figure 3.8. Vector-vector autocorrelation function (Eq. (3.4)) as a function of time for 75HP NPs at various surface coverages (panel a), and for six different NPs at surface coverage $\phi = 0.66$ (panel b).
3.4.2. *Mixed NPs Systems*

We quantify structure and dynamics of three mixed NP systems, each composed by two NP types. The three ‘mixtures’ considered contain (1) 75HP and 25HP NPs; (2) 75JP and 25JP NPs; and (3) 50HP and 50JP NPs. We report the composition of the various systems using the variable $x$, which represents the fraction of the first type of NPs with respect to the total number of NPs in each mixture. For example, in mixture #1, $x$ represents the fraction of 75HP NPs with respect to the sum of 75HP and 25HP NPs. The total surface coverage is maintained at 0.53.

The RDF results for the mixed systems (Figure 3.9), indicative of dense fluid structures, are qualitatively similar to those reported in Figure 3.5. Compare to the single-NP systems, the NPs can sometimes get closer to each other in mixed systems because of the different contact angles of two NPs. Such geometric effects are responsible for small changes in the first RDF peak position and intensity as a function of mixture composition. For example, in the case of 75HP/25HP mixture, as the fraction of 75HP NPs increases, the first RDF peak (at ~5.5) first decreases in intensity and shifts to shorter distances, and then it increases in intensity and shifts to larger distances. This occurs because when the 75HP NPs are a small fraction of those present, the mixed RDF reflects the features obtained for the pure 25HP NPs; vice versa, when the 75HP NPs are most of those present in the system, the mixed RDF reflects the features obtained for the pure 75HP NPs. When both NPs are present in ~ equal amounts, the mixed RDFs reflect the possibility of two different NPs to get closer to each other than expected based on their diameter because of the different contact angles. Similar observations as those just summarized are obtained for the 75JP/25JP NPs mixture. For
the 50HP/50JP mixture, the peak positions observed in the mixed RDF results do not shift significantly as the system composition changes because the two NPs have similar contact angles.

Figure 3.9. Two-dimensional radial distribution functions $g(r)$ for the three NP mixtures considered in this work. In all cases the total surface coverage is $\phi = 0.53$. From top to bottom, the three panels are for 75HP and 25HP NPs, 75JP and 25JP NPs, and 50HP and 50JP, respectively. For each mixture, results are obtained at various compositions, expressed by ‘x’, as indicated in the panels.

We also evaluated the averaged self-diffusion coefficient for the NPs within the three mixtures, as a function of the mixture composition. It is worth repeating that the surface coverage is in all cases $\phi \equiv 0.53$. The results for the self-diffusion coefficients are shown in Figure 3.10.
Figure 3.10. Averaged two-dimensional self-diffusion coefficient obtained for NPs in the three mixtures considered in Figure 3.9. In all cases $\phi = 0.53$ but the mixture composition changes systematically. The variable $\chi$ represents the fraction of 75HP NPs in mixture 1 (composed by 75HP and 25HP NPs), that of 75JP NPs in mixture 2 (composed by 75JP and 25JP NPs), and that of 50HP NPs in mixture 3 (composed by 50HP and 50JP NPs). Lines are guides for the eye.

The averaged self-diffusion coefficient results show a pronounced non-monotonic behavior. The self-diffusion coefficient obtained for NPs in mixtures 1 and 2 shows a clear maximum at $\chi \sim 0.4$, while the self-diffusion coefficients obtained for NPs in mixture 3 show a minimum at similar composition. These differences are probably due to changes in NP-NP packing as the composition changes. In mixtures 1 and 2 the contact angle for the two NP types present in the mixture is different (see Table 3.2). It is possible that when $\chi \sim 0.4$ there is less ‘compatibility’ between the NPs aggregated at an interface, which leads to enhanced diffusion. These results are consistent with the lower intensity in the RDF peaks at short NP-NP separation observed for $\chi \sim 0.4$ (indicative of weaker NP-NP attraction). In mixture 3, the contact angle of the two NPs is similar, and the RDF peak position does not change as the composition changes.
Changes in the intensity of the first RDF peak might reflect subtle changes in preferential packing between the NPs at the interface, which might result in the lower mobility observed at x~0.4

In the case of single NPs, we explained changes in the diffusion coefficient based on the autocorrelation function of Figure 3.8. Although when the surface coverage is 0.53 we do not expect caging effects (negative values in the autocorrelation function), the time required by the autocorrelation function to decay from 1 to 0 might be representative of NP-NP interactions. Our results (not shown for brevity) suggest that for mixture 1 and 2 the vector-vector autocorrelation function at x=0.4 is the slowest to decay to zero, while for mixture 3 the autocorrelation function at x=0.4 is the fastest to decay to zero. Because NP-NP collisions are responsible for the decay in the vector-vector auto-correlation function, this qualitative observation suggests that the effective free volume available for each NPs is larger at x~0.4 in mixtures 1 and 2, and smaller in mixture 3, possibly explaining the non-monotonic effects observed for the averaged self-diffusion coefficients shown in Figure 3.10.

3.5. Conclusions

The structure and diffusion of nanoparticles at an oil/water interface were investigated using dissipative nanoparticle dynamics simulations. We found that the interfacial tension reduces significantly only when the surface coverage is large enough that repulsive NP-NP interactions are expected. In correspondence to significant reductions in interfacial tension, our results suggest the formation of ordered hexagonal structures for all nanoparticles considered. These ordered structures also affect the nanoparticles mobility. The nanoparticle self-diffusion coefficient is high at low surface
coverage, and quickly decreases as the surface coverage increases. At high surface coverage all nanoparticles exhibit reduced mobility because of caging effects. When mixtures containing two nanoparticle types are present, our results show some differences in the packing structure, which can be for the most part explained by the contact angles of the individual nanoparticles, and pronounced differences in the averaged self-diffusion coefficient. As the composition changes while the surface coverage is maintained constant (yielding dense-liquid structures) it is possible to observe both minima and maxima in the averaged self-diffusion coefficient for the nanoparticles. These trends can be explained, at least qualitatively, by changes in the effective excluded volume available to each NP, which depends on the contact angle of the NPs in the mixture and on effective NP-NP interactions. Because both the packing and mobility of the nanoparticles at liquid-liquid interfaces are known to affect the stability of Pickering emulsions, our results suggest that tuning the composition of the particles used is an additional parameter that could be used to improve those applications for which Pickering emulsions are important (drug delivery, cosmetics, and others).
Chapter 4. Ellipsoidal Janus Nanoparticles Adsorbed at the Water-Oil Interface: Some Evidence of Emergent Behavior

The material presented in this chapter was published in 2013 in the Journal of Physical Chemistry B, Volume 117.

4.1. Abstract

The equilibrium behavior of ellipsoidal Janus nanoparticles at water-oil interfaces was investigated using dissipative particle dynamics simulations. It was found that the orientation of the nanoparticles with respect to the interface depends on nanoparticle aspect ratio, on the amount of polar vs. nonpolar surface groups, and on the interactions between the nanoparticles surface groups and aqueous and non-aqueous solvents. The changes in nanoparticle orientation are not always monotonic, probably because of a competition between different driving forces. For nanoparticles of high aspect ratio, steric effects seem to cause an isotropic-to-nematic phase transition as the surface coverage increases. It was observed that at a sufficiently high surface coverage the nanoparticles are most effective at reducing the interfacial tension when they lay with their longer axis parallel to the interface. The simulation results presented could be useful for the design of Pickering emulsions.

4.2. Introduction

Particle-stabilized emulsions, also known as Pickering emulsions, have been proposed for many applications, including crude oil separation,72,74 biofuel upgrading,8,121,122 drug delivery, and food preservation.4,123,124 A better understanding of
the behavior of nanoparticles (NPs) at interfaces will help the further development of these, and other applications.\textsuperscript{125}

Among other important factors, the NPs shape, the chemistry of functional groups on their surface, as well as the distribution of such groups on the NP surface determine the NPs interfacial behavior.\textsuperscript{126-130} Several investigators considered, for example, Janus NPs (characterized by two types of surface properties, as the name implies).\textsuperscript{8,121,122,131-138} It has been suggested that Pickering emulsions can be stabilized not only kinetically, but also thermodynamically using Janus NPs.\textsuperscript{38} Recently, non-spherical NPs (rods, sheets, wedges, disk-like, needle-like, etc.) have been developed and sometimes used to stabilize oil-in-water emulsions.\textsuperscript{55,57,58,126-128,139-141} Wedge-shaped NPs at interfaces can yield oriented structures,\textsuperscript{139} amphiphilic nano-sheets can stabilize toluene-in-water emulsions,\textsuperscript{55} and both ellipsoidal hematite NPs of high aspect ratio\textsuperscript{57} and alkyl gallate micro-needles\textsuperscript{141} are capable of stabilizing emulsions. It has been reported that the minimum amount of nanorods needed to stabilize an emulsion decreases as the particle aspect ratio increases.\textsuperscript{58} The molecular mechanisms responsible for these observations, as well as whether or not NPs adsorbed at a liquid/liquid interface manage to reduce the interfacial tension,\textsuperscript{51,142} remain the subject of scientific debate.

In addition to experiments, and often synergistically to them, numerous simulations and theoretical studies have been reported that document the effect of NP surface chemistry and shapes on the interfacial properties of NPs at liquid-liquid interfaces.\textsuperscript{44,89,143-149} Atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are typically used for individual nanoparticles at interfaces.\textsuperscript{89,143,146} Coarse grained models allow us to
investigate larger systems with longer time scales. Our group used dissipative particle dynamics simulations (DPD), a coarse-grained method, to investigate the coalescence of droplets stabilized by NPs, the effect of NPs on the water-oil interfacial tension, the structure and dynamics of spherical Janus NPs adsorbed at water-oil interfaces. We found that Janus NPs can in some cases stabilize emulsions better than homogeneous NPs, and that the interfacial tension can be reduced by NPs at high surface coverage. The focus of the present contribution is on ellipsoidal NPs. This work was stimulated by recent contributions from Park et al., who investigated the equilibrium configuration of single nonspherical Janus NPs (prolate ellipsoids and dumbbells) at water-oil interfaces. These calculations quantified the orientation of individual NPs at the interface as a function of NP aspect ratio and surface properties. Because of numerical issues, the considered NPs were constrained to maintain their center of mass at the water-oil interface. Our tools allow us to relax this constraint, and to investigate systems composed by multiple NPs at the interface; we can therefore focus on the emergent behavior of ellipsoidal NPs. In addition to structural features, we quantify the interfacial tension reduction due to the presence of NPs at the interface, and more importantly to NP-NP interactions.

The remainder of the manuscript is organized as follows: we first present the methods and algorithms; we then discuss the results, and their relevance to experimental and theoretical observations available in the literature; finally we summarize our main findings.
4.3. Simulation Methodology

**Figure 4.1.** Schematic of one simulated system. Orthorhombic boxes are used, within which two planar water-oil interfaces are present. Pink and cyan beads represent water (w) and oil (o) beads, respectively. An equal number of ellipsoidal Janus nanoparticles (NPs) adsorb at both interfaces. Purple and green beads indicate nonpolar (ap) and polar (p) beads on the NPs, respectively. In this figure, each NP is a Janus prolate ellipsoid with aspect ratio 2.0.

Shown in Figure 4.1 is a typical simulation system, containing models for water and decane. Organic and aqueous phases demix, yielding two planar interfaces. The size of the orthorhombic simulation box is $L_x \cdot L_y \cdot L_z \sim 30 \cdot 30 \cdot 40R_c^3$, where $R_c$ is the DPD cutoff distance and $L_i$ is the box length along the $i^{th}$ direction. Periodic boundary conditions are applied in all three directions. An equal number of NPs are randomly placed near each interface at the beginning of each simulation, with their polar (nonpolar) part in the water (oil) phase. No NP was found to desorb from the interfaces during our simulations.

The ellipsoidal NPs considered in this manuscript were hollow and contain polar (p) and nonpolar (ap) DPD beads on their surface. We considered oblate and prolate NPs, shown schematically in Figure 4.2. The shape of an ellipsoidal NP is defined by
the equation: \( \frac{x^2}{b^2} + \frac{y^2}{b^2} + \frac{z^2}{c^2} = 1 \), where \( x, y, \) and \( z \) are Cartesian coordinates, and \( c \) and \( b \) are the semi-axis of the ellipsoid. When \( b=c \) spherical NPs are obtained. When \( c<b \) the ellipsoid is oblate; when \( b<c \) it is prolate. All NPs simulated had the same volume, \( \frac{4}{3}\pi a_0^3 \), where \( a_0 \) is the radius of the equivalent sphere. In the simulations below we imposed \( a_0 = 2R_c \approx 1.5 \text{nm} \).

The total number of beads on one NP surface changes with the aspect ratio. Specifically, 245 beads are used for NPs with \( c/b=4 \), 237 for \( c/b=2 \), 198 for \( c/b=1.5 \), 192 for \( c/b=1 \), 210 for \( c/b=0.5 \), and 252 for \( c/b=0.3 \). This allows us to maintain the surface bead density constant at 3.82 beads per \( R_c^2 \), which is sufficient to prevent other DPD beads (either decane or water) from penetrating the NPs (which would be unphysical). The NPs beads are either polar or nonpolar. The beads are arranged so that one face of one NP is entirely covered by beads of one type, hence Janus NPs, indicated as JPs. The two NP faces are separated by a boundary line, which we define as the Janus boundary line (JBL). The ratio between the two bead types (polar and nonpolar) ranged from 10% to 90%. In our notation, the number (e.g., 10) before JP (i.e., Janus particle) indicates the percentage of nonpolar beads. We focus on prolate NPs with JBL perpendicular to the NPs \( c \) axis, and on oblate NPs with JBL parallel to the NPs \( c \) axis (see schematic in Figure 4.2).
Figure 4.2. Schematic presentations of two 50JP NPs. Panel 1 is for a prolate NP with \( c/b = 4 \); panel 2 is for an oblate NP with \( c/b = 0.5 \). To ease visualization, one part of each NP is removed and the axes are shown. Purple and green beads are nonpolar and polar, respectively. In panels 3 and 4, we show how the orientation angle \( \alpha \) is defined for prolate and oblate NPs, respectively. In this picture, \( n \) is the normal vector of the oil/water interface.

Unless otherwise specified, the interaction parameters shown in Table 2.1 are used herein. By tuning the interaction parameters between polar (p) or nonpolar (ap) NP beads and the water (w) and decane (o) beads present in our system, it is possible to quantify the effect of surface chemistry on the structure and dynamics of NPs at water-oil interfaces.

Each simulation was run for \( 7 \times 10^6 \) time steps, which approximately equals 1600 ns. The systems were equilibrated in the first \( 5 \times 10^6 \) time steps. During the following \( 2 \times 10^6 \) steps, data were collected every 500 time steps, and used for subsequent analysis. Due to limited computational resources, only some simulations were repeated with different initial configurations to check the reliability of the obtained data. The results were always found consistent, suggesting that proper equilibration was achieved in all
simulations presented below. Representative error bars are shown when such information is available.

### 4.4. Results

#### 4.4.1. NPs Orientation

We define the orientation angle $\alpha$ as the angle between the vector $n$ normal to the interface and the unit vector along the axis $c$ of one NP (see schematic in Figure 4.2). Note that in the case of the prolate NPs, the direction of the axis $c$ is perpendicular to the JBL, while for oblate NPs the direction of the axis $c$ is parallel to the JBL. When the NP axis $c$ is perpendicular to the interface, $\alpha = 0^\circ$; when the axis $c$ is parallel to the interface, $\alpha = 90^\circ$. We are interested in quantifying how the angle $\alpha$ changes when the NPs geometry and/or surface properties change. To investigate emergent properties (discussed below), we also quantify how such orientation changes as the NP density at the interface increases.
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**Figure 4.3.** Orientation angle as a function of surface properties for various NPs. (1) Prolate NPs; (2) Oblate NPs. For these simulations the interface area per NP is maintained at $A_c \approx 84.34 \ R_c^2$. The results for cases $c/b=2$ and $c/b=0.5$ are averaged from the results obtained from three independent simulations. Error bars represent one standard deviation from the average, and can be smaller than symbols. Lines are guides to the eye.
In Figure 4.3 we show how the average orientation angle $\alpha$ changes for ellipsoidal NPs of various aspect ratios as a function of their surface chemistry. The variable $x$ represents the fraction of DPD beads on the NPs surface that are nonpolar. All results shown in Figure 4.3 are obtained at constant number of NPs at the interface, yielding a surface area per NP of $A_c \sim 84 R_c^2$. At these conditions of low NP surface density, the influence of neighboring NPs on the orientation angle is negligible. The data are averaged over the behavior of all NPs in the systems simulated, over an extensive simulation time (details in the Methods section). Three independent simulations were conducted for NPs characterized by $c/b=2$ and $c/b=0.5$. Because the results were consistent for each system, only one, albeit long, simulation was conducted for the other cases. The error bars are estimated as one standard deviation from the average.

Before we discuss our results, we should refer to the recent theoretical and experimental results reported by Park and coworkers. These authors suggested that in some cases it is possible that one non-spherical NP at a liquid/liquid interface adopts two well-defined orientations. One is representative of the equilibrium orientation, while the second represents a local minimum in the free-energy landscape. Stimulated by this report, we analyzed the distribution of orientation for the NPs considered in our simulations. The results, shown as Supplemental Material, indicate that each of the NPs considered in our work has one preferential orientation, although they oscillate around this preferential orientation. This suggests that the average angles reported in Figure 4.3 are representative of the global minima in the free-energy landscape. It is possible that the temperature of our systems provides sufficient fluctuations that the NPs escape the local minima discussed by Park and
coworkers.\textsuperscript{138,150,151,152} We now return to the data shown in Figure 4.3. The results for ellipsoidal NPs are compared with those obtained for spherical NPs. As in spherical NPs \( b=c \), the angle \( \alpha \) is defined between the normal vector of the interface and the unit vector that points from the nonpolar to the polar face of the Janus NP. We maintain this formalism in both panels of Figure 4.3. As discussed in our prior report,\textsuperscript{148} our results show that spherical Janus NPs maintain their JBL parallel to the water/oil interface, independently on the variable \( x \). The ellipsoidal NPs show a much richer behavior.

In the case of prolate NPs (\( c>b \), panel 1 in Figure 4.3) the angle \( \alpha \) is small when the fraction of nonpolar beads on the NP surface is low (indicating that the axis \( c \) is perpendicular to the interface), but it increases to almost 90° as the fraction of nonpolar beads increases (indicating that the axis \( c \) becomes more and more parallel to the interface). The oblate NPs show a different behavior, with the angle \( \alpha \) being large at low \( x \) (indicating that the axis \( c \) can be almost parallel to the interface), and decreasing as \( x \) increases (axis \( c \) more perpendicular to the interface). It should be pointed out that the trends just discussed are not always monotonic. For example, in the case of the prolate NPs with \( c/b=2 \), a clear minimum is observed for the angle \( \alpha \) when \( x \approx 40\% \), while in the case of oblate NPs with \( c/b=0.3 \) a clear maximum is observed for \( \alpha \) when \( x \approx 20\% \). The behavior of prolate Janus NPs at low surface coverage is qualitatively consistent with the global minima reported by Park et al.\textsuperscript{150,151} For completeness, it should be repeated that in the case of the prolate NPs the axis \( c \) connects the nonpolar to the polar face of the Janus NPs, while for the oblate NPs the axis \( c \) is parallel to the JBL. As a consequence, when the results in Figure 4.3, panel 1 are considered, a small angle \( \alpha \)
indicates that the JBL is parallel to the water-decane interface; when the results in Figure 4.3, panel 2 are considered, the JBL is parallel to the interface when $\alpha = 90^\circ$.

As already discussed by Park et al.,$^{150,151}$ the equilibrium orientation of one NP at the water-oil interface is the result of two competing driving forces: (1) the minimization of the unfavorable water-oil interactions, which is obtained when the NP occupies as much interfacial area as possible, and (2) the minimization of NP-solvent interactions, which is obtained when the polar beads on the NP interact preferentially with water beads, and the nonpolar beads on the NP interact with oil beads. For spherical NPs, the interfacial area occupied by a NP does not depend on the orientation angle $\alpha$, therefore the latter is only due to the minimization of NP-solvent interactions. For the prolate NPs considered here, the interfacial area occupied by one NP is maximized when $\alpha = 90^\circ$, and the NP-solvent interactions are minimized when $\alpha = 0^\circ$. Hence a competition emerges between the two driving forces, resulting in an orientation angle that changes with the fraction of the NP surface beads that are nonpolar (variable $x$ in Figure 4.3). For example, the $c/b = 2$ NPs will orient their $c$ axis parallel to the interface when $x$ is large (to maximize the surface area occupied), while they will orient it perpendicularly to the interface when $x$ is small (to minimize NP-solvent interactions). The appearance of a local minimum in orientation angle at around $x=40$ suggests that the driving force of minimizing NP-solvent interaction gains more influence as $x$ increases from 10 to 40; while the tendency to maximize occupied interfacial area excels as $x$ increases further to 90. For the oblate NPs considered here, the interfacial area occupied by one NP is maximized when $\alpha = 0^\circ$, and the NP-solvent interactions are
minimized when $\alpha = 90^\circ$. In addition to the effects just discussed, it is possible to change the equilibrium orientation angle $\alpha$ for a given NP by manipulating the interaction parameters used in the simulations. One example of such calculation is provided as Supplemental Material. Experimentally, changing the chemical groups tethered to the NP surface, or changing one or both solvents could attain such manipulation. It should be pointed out that controlling the orientation of one Janus NP at water-oil interfaces could be extremely important when catalytic systems are designed to operate at such interfaces. In these cases, for example, it is desired to have different catalysts in contact with organic or aqueous phases.

4.4.2. Emergent Behavior

In Figure 4.4 we show the variations of orientation angles of the NPs considered in Figure 4.3 as the NP surface density changes. Surface density is indicated by surface area per NP, $A_c$. Lower $A_c$ corresponds to higher NP density at the interface. Different NPs are considered in the various panels of Figure 4.4. The NP aspect ratio increases from panel a to f; correspondingly the NP geometry changes from oblate to sphere and then to prolate. The data are averaged over all NPs in the simulated system. To ease visualization, for each NP aspect ratio we only consider two surface properties, namely the nonpolar fractions $x=30$ and $x=70$ (less and more nonpolar, respectively). The results obtained for NPs with different surface properties (e.g., $x=50$) vary within the limits described in Figure 4.4, following the trends highlighted in Figure 4.3 when $A_c \sim 84 R_c^2$. It is worth repeating that for oblate NPs (panels a and b) the axis c is parallel
to the JBL, while for spherical and prolate NPs (panels c, d, e, and f) the axis c is perpendicular to the JBL (see Figure 4.2).

The results for the spherical Janus NPs are shown in panel c of Figure 4.4. These results show that, independently on the surface properties and on the NP density at the interface, the average orientation of the NPs is such that the axis c is perpendicular to the water/oil interface.

For all other NPs, the results show that when the NPs surface is predominantly polar (i.e., x=30) the average orientation of the NPs with respect to the liquid-liquid interface does not change as the NP density increases. The only exception is observed when the NP aspect ratio is 4 (panel f). In this case the average orientation changes by at most 10° when $A_c$ decreases from ~ 84 to $25 R_c^2$.

When x=70 the average NP orientation changes for most of the NPs considered, except when the NPs are spherical (panel c). However, our results show that the change in average orientation never exceeds ~ 20° for any of the NPs considered here. Because the changes in NP orientation are always observed at rather high NP density at the water-oil interface, we conclude that these emergent phenomena are due to NP-NP interactions, which are for the most part due to steric effects in our simulations.

The observation that the orientation angle of prolate NPs decreases with increasing surface coverage agrees with the simulation results of Xu et al.\textsuperscript{129} for Janus nanorods adsorbed at the interface of binary polymer mixtures. This result was explained by increased nanorod-nanorod interactions with the interfacial density. These authors found that the orientation angle of nanorods increases with the aspect ratio, which also agrees with our findings on prolate NPs.
Figure 4.4. Averaged orientation angle for ellipsoidal NPs at the water-decane interface as a function of surface area per NP, $A_c$. For each Janus NP the results are shown for two levels of surface ‘nonpolar coverage’ $x$, 30 and 70. The error bars represent one standard deviation from the average. In most cases the error is smaller than the symbols. Lines are guides to the eye. Different panels are for different NPs: (a) $c/b=0.3$; (b) $c/b=0.5$; (c) $c/b=1$; (d) $c/b=1.5$; (e) $c/b=2.0$; (f) $c/b=4.0$. In panel c the two data sets overlap.
Figure 4.5. Representative simulation snapshots for some ellipsoidal Janus NPs adsorbed at the water-oil interface. The NP beads are colored consistently with Figure 4.2. The cyan beads represent oil beads. Water beads are not shown for clarity. Left and right panels are obtained at surface area per NP $A_c \sim 84 \ R_c^2$ and $\sim 28 \ R_c^2$, respectively. From top to bottom, different panels are for different NPs: (a) $c/b=0.5$ with $x=30$; (b) $c/b=0.5$ with $x=70$; (c) $c/b=2$ with $x=30$; (d) $c/b=2$ with $x=70$; (e) $c/b=4$ with $x=30$. 
In Figure 4.5 we report representative simulation snapshots for several systems considered in Figure 4.4. Simulation snapshots for other NPs are not reported because their behavior is very similar to what discussed in Figure 4.5. For example, NPs with aspect ratios c/b=0.3, c/b=1.5, and c/b=4 (all characterized by x=70), behave similarly to NPs with aspect ratios c/b=0.5, c/b=2, and c/b=4 (all characterized by x=30), respectively. Left and right panels in Figure 4.5 are for low and high NP density at the interface, respectively. Visual inspection of left and right panels for the same NPs confirms that the NP orientation does not change substantially as the NP density increases. The NPs in panel (e) only slightly change their average orientation with respect to the interface as the NP density increases. However, the snapshots suggest that in this case the NPs are rather disordered at low surface density, while they show pronounced order at high density.

4.4.3. Isotropic-to-Nematic Transition

To characterize the structure of ellipsoidal NPs at the interface, we calculated two dimensional radial distribution functions (RDFs), g(r). For these calculations, r is the distance between the beads located at the center of two NPs. Representative results are shown in Figure 4.6. For brevity, we only show data for NPs with aspect ratio c/b=2 characterized by x=30 and x=70 (Figures 4.6a and 4.6b, respectively). The RDFs are shown at various surface coverages. For the NPs shown in Figure 4.6a, the orientation angle is small (~15°) (the c axis of the NPs remains almost perpendicular to the interface) at all surface coverages considered. As discussed for spherical NPs,\textsuperscript{148} the RDFs are characterized by numerous peaks. Those found at r ~ 4-8 R_C represent the first shell of neighboring NPs, separated by different numbers of solvent beads; those found
at $r \sim 9-12 R_C$ correspond to the second shell. As $A_c$ decreases, the intensity of the first and second peaks increases and that of the third peak decreases, suggesting that as the NP surface density increases, the NPs form a dense liquid structure, similar to that observed for spherical NPs.\(^{148}\)

![Figure 4.6](image)

**Figure 4.6.** Two-dimensional radial distribution functions $g(r)$ obtained for various NPs with aspect ratio $c/b=2$ at decreasing $A_c$. Panels (a) and (b) are for $x=30$ and 70, respectively.

In the case of the NPs with $x=70$ (Figure 4.6b), the angle $\alpha$ is $\sim 60\text{-}70^\circ$ when few NPs are at the interface, suggesting that these NPs preferentially maintain their $c$ axis almost parallel to the interface (see Figure 4.3). As the surface density increases, $\alpha$ decreases because of NP-NP interactions, and the NPs project their $c$ axis in a direction that is more perpendicular to the interface (see Figures 4.4 and 4.5). The RDF data shown in Figure 4.6b are much less structured than those shown in Figure 4.6a. These results suggest that when $A_C$ is large (i.e, $A_c=83.43 R_c^2$) the NPs assume a disordered liquid-like structure. When $A_c<34.12 R_c^2$, two peaks become distinct, and eventually become separated by a region at which the RDF equals 0. Although the peaks observed
at high surface coverage (low $A_C$) are much less pronounced and much wider than those shown in Figure 4.6a, they seem representative of ordered structures.

To further characterize the structure of NPs at the interface, we employed the orientational radial correlation $C_p$,\textsuperscript{153} which allows us to quantify the relative orientation of two NPs as a function of the distance between them. $C_p$ is obtained by

$$C_p = \frac{\sum_{i\neq j} \left\{ \frac{1}{2} (3(u_i \cdot u_j)^2 - 1)\delta(r_{ij} - r) \right\}}{\left\{ \sum_{i\neq j} \delta(r_{ij} - r) \right\}}$$ \hspace{1cm} (4.1)

In Eq. (4.1), $u_i$ is a unit vector along the c axis of a NP $i$. $\delta$ is the Dirac delta function, which tags two NPs $i$ and $j$ separated by distance $r_{ij} = r$. The delta function is calculated by selecting intervals of width $\Delta=0.075R_C$. The angular brackets represent ensemble averages. When two NPs are parallel to each other, $C_p = 1$; when they are perpendicular to each other, $C_p = -0.5$; when they show no preferential orientation, $C_p = 0$. Note that a nematic phase is characterized by a $C_p$ that remains $\sim 1$ at sufficiently large $r$, while isotropic phases are characterized by $C_p \sim 0$.

In Figure 4.7, we plot the results for $C_p$ calculated for selected NPs ($c/b=0.5$, $c/b=2.0$, and $c/b=4.0$). The results for NPs with $c/b=0.3$ are similar to those with $c/b=0.5$, thus not shown. For each NP type, data are shown for $x=30$ and $x=70$. Based on our observations, both oblate and prolate NPs with low aspect ratios ($c/b = 0.5$ and 2.0, respectively) present nematic phases independently on surface coverage when $x$ is small
(left panels), while they yield isotropic phases when $x$ is large (right panels). For these NPs the nematic phase is favored even at low surface coverage because these prolate (oblate) NPs always orient their c axis nearly parallel (perpendicular) to the vector normal to the interface (Figure 4.5). When $x$ is large, these NPs are oriented randomly with respect to each other, which is consistent with isotropic phases. For the NPs just discussed, our results suggest the presence of nematic phases only when the NPs JBL is parallel to the interface.

**Figure 4.7.** Orientational correlation function $C_p$ as a function of NP distance $r$. Left and right panels are obtained for $x=30$ and $x=70$, respectively. From top to bottom, different panels are for different NPs: (a) $c/b=0.5$; (b) $c/b=2$; (c) $c/b=4$; (d) $c/b=0.5$; (e) $c/b=2$; (f) $c/b=4$. In each panel the results are presented for different values of interface area per NP, $A_C$.

The prolate NPs with aspect ratio $c/b=4.0$ behave differently. The results in panels c and f suggest an isotropic to nematic phase transition as density increases. This
appears counter-intuitive, as the averaged orientation angle is higher than 45° for these NPs when x is either 30 or 70 (Figure 4.4). Visual analysis of the simulation snapshots in Figure 4.5 confirms that at high surface density these NPs are all parallel to each other, at an angle slanted with respect to the liquid-liquid interface. Because the isotropic-to-nematic phase transition occurs as the surface density of the NPs increases, we believe that entropic effects are responsible for it. In fact the excluded volume will decrease when all NPs are oriented in the same direction.

### 4.4.4. **Interfacial Tension**

It is still debated whether NPs can reduce the water-oil interfacial tension. Some suggest that repulsive NP-NP interactions can lead to interfacial tension reductions.\(^{142,147}\) Our previous studies on spherical NPs with different surface chemistries (Janus or homogeneous) are consistent with this possibility.\(^{148}\) Because ellipsoidal NPs can present different oriented configurations at the water-oil interface, it is of interest to investigate how interfacial tension changes upon NP loading. We report in Figure 4.8 the interfacial tension reduction \(\gamma_0 - \gamma\) (i.e., the difference between the water-decane interfacial tension when no NP is present, \(\gamma_0 \approx 7.1 k_B T / R_c^2\), and that when NPs are present, \(\gamma\)) as a function of the surface area per NP. Standard methods are used to calculate the interfacial tension.\(^{154}\) The results in Figure 4.8 for spherical NPs (panel c) agree well with the data we published previously for Janus NPs with \(x=50\).\(^{148}\) The data in Figure 4.8 suggest that prolate and oblate NPs can reduce interfacial tension more efficiently than spherical ones, provided that the NP surface density is high. For a given NP shape, the interfacial tension reduction becomes more significant as \(x\) (the
percent of nonpolar beads on the NP surface) increases. Analysis of simulation results suggest that prolate and oblate NPs are more effective than spherical NPs in reducing the interfacial tension because of the larger excluded volume, which increases when the NPs orient their longer axis parallel to the interface.

Our results are consistent with recent experimental data, according to which emulsions can be stabilized by prolate hematite NPs with sufficiently high aspect ratio (i.e., $c/b>2$), and the interfacial tension reduction increases with nanorod length. The fact that the interfacial tension is predicted to decrease significantly in the presence of prolate NPs with high orientation angle may also explain the observation that a smaller amount of nanorods is needed to stabilize emulsions when higher aspect ratio species are used.

\[ \text{Figure 4.8.} \text{ Interfacial tension reduction as a function of interfacial area per NP ($A_c$) for selected NPs. The error bars represent one standard deviation from the average. Lines are guides to the eye. Different panels are for different NPs: (a) $c/b= 4$; (b) $c/b=2$; (c) $c/b =1$; (d) $c/b=0.5$. In each panel, NPs with different surface properties are compared.} \]
4.5. Conclusions

The behavior of ellipsoidal Janus nanoparticles with different shapes, surface chemistry and density at water-oil interface was investigated using dissipative particle dynamics simulations. The averaged orientation of a NP with respect to the liquid-liquid interface was found to depend on many factors. When the Janus NPs are spherical, the average orientation, within the conditions considered here, does not change when either the NP surface properties or the NP surface density are changed. When the NPs are ellipsoidal, both factors affect the averaged nanoparticle orientation. Our results suggest that the average orientation angle might play a critical role in determining the properties of Pickering emulsions, as it is found to strongly affect the liquid-liquid interfacial tension. Only in some cases we found that increasing the NP surface density affects the average NP orientation. For prolate NPs with aspect ratio of 4 (the highest considered here) our results provide evidence for an isotropic-to-nematic phase transition that seems to be triggered by entropic effects. This transition seems to occur without significant changes in the average NP orientation with respect to the liquid-liquid interface. These findings may help enhance the efficiency of utilizing nanoparticles in Pickering emulsions as well as design novel nanomaterials for liquid crystal thermometers and optical electronic devices.
Chapter 5. Ellipsoidal Janus Nanoparticles Assembled at Spherical Oil/Water Interfaces

5.1. Abstract

The equilibrium behavior of ellipsoidal Janus nanoparticles adsorbed at spherical oil/water interfaces was investigated using dissipative particle dynamics simulations. Several phenomena were documented that were not observed on similar simulations for planar oil/water interfaces. The nanoparticles were found to yield isotropic, radial nematic phases, and axial nematic domains, depending on the nanoparticle characteristics (aspect ratio and surface chemistry), particle density at the interface, and droplet properties (curvature of the interface, and, surprisingly, liquid type). When adsorbed on water droplets, the nanoparticles with high aspect ratio and few nonpolar beads on their surface can show two preferred orientation angles. Only one equilibrium orientation was found for such nanoparticles adsorbed on oil droplets. These observations might help explain a discrepancy previously reported between experimental and simulation results concerning the preferential orientation of particles at liquid-liquid interfaces. Different driving forces are responsible for the phenomena just summarized, including nanoparticle-nanoparticle and nanoparticle-solvent interactions, nanoparticle density at the interface, and droplet curvature via the Laplace pressure. The simulation results we present could be useful for engineering Pickering emulsions towards practical applications, and perhaps also for guiding new technologies for material synthesis.
5.2. Introduction

Particles and nanoparticles (NPs) can be used to stabilize the so-called Pickering emulsions.\textsuperscript{155} It has been proposed to use Pickering emulsions in various applications, including biofuel upgrading,\textsuperscript{8} cosmetics and oil processing.\textsuperscript{156,157} Because NPs are used as emulsifiers, their characteristics (e.g., surface chemistry and shape) have critical effects on the emulsions properties (e.g., interfacial tension, droplet size, and emulsion stability). For example, spherical Janus NPs (in which the surface functional groups are segregated in two distinct portions of the NP surface) are more effective at reducing interfacial tension than NPs of similar size and composition in which the functional groups are randomly distributed on the surface (homogeneous NPs).\textsuperscript{39,52,158} Non-spherical NPs (e.g., rods, sheets, wedges, disk-like, needle-like, etc.) can be more efficient in stabilizing emulsions than spherical NPs,\textsuperscript{55,57,159} and can also yield oriented structures, which could lead to additional interesting phenomena and possible applications.\textsuperscript{42,58,150,160}

In our previous work, we focused on NPs with different surface chemistry and shape adsorbed on flat oil/water interfaces.\textsuperscript{39,158,160} We assessed structural and dynamical properties of spherical NPs with different surface chemistries, and also their ability to reduce the interfacial tension.\textsuperscript{39,158} We then simulated ellipsoidal NPs and found that by changing NPs aspect ratio, surface chemistry, and surface density it is possible to obtain either isotropic or axial nematic phases.\textsuperscript{160}

In this manuscript we seek to quantify the structure and possible emergent behavior of ellipsoidal Janus NPs when they adsorb on oil (water) droplets immersed in water (oil). By changing the size of the droplets, we quantify how the curvature of the
interface affects the NPs behavior, which is expected to have practical and fundamental interest.\textsuperscript{44,161-167} It should be noted that, because of computing power limitations, the droplets considered are never larger than ~10 times the maximum dimension of the NPs considered.

In the remainder of the manuscript, we first present the methods and algorithms; we then report our results, discussing their relevance to experimental and theoretical observations available in the literature; finally, we summarize our main findings.

5.3. Methods and Algorithms

The nanoparticles considered (NPs) are prolate Janus NPs with different aspect ratios and surface chemistries. The equation defining the NP shape is \( \frac{x^2}{b^2} + \frac{y^2}{b^2} + \frac{z^2}{c^2} = 1 \), where x, y and z are Cartesian coordinates, and b and c are the semi-axes of the ellipsoidal NPs. The surface chemistry is manipulated by placing polar and nonpolar beads on the NP surface. We report the nonpolar fraction N of the NP surface beads. For example, N=30 indicates that 30\% of the beads on the NP surface are nonpolar.

For the simulations discussed herein we consider one droplet, either oil or water, surrounded by the continuous phase (water or oil). The size of the droplet was varied. At the beginning of each simulation, a number of NPs are randomly placed at the droplet interface with their polar (nonpolar) part in the water (oil) phase. Shown in Figure 5.1 is an example of one simulated system consisting of an oil droplet in water. For each simulation an orthorhombic simulation box with dimensions
$L_x \times L_y \times L_z \sim 120 \times 120 \times 120 R_c^3$ was used, where $R_c$ is the DPD cutoff distance, and $L_i$ is the box length along the $i^{th}$ direction. Periodic boundary conditions are used in all three dimensions. The largest droplet simulated was of diameter $\sim 85R_c$, which implies that $\sim 35R_c$ was the minimum distance between a droplet and its periodic replica. Given the sort range typical of DPD interactions, we considered the simulation boxes large enough to minimize box-size effects. Each simulation was first equilibrated during $10^6$ time steps. During the subsequent $10^6$ time steps, data were recorded every 1000 time steps and used for analysis. Each simulation was repeated 3 times with different initial configurations to check the reliability of the results. The consistency between the simulation results suggests that proper equilibration was achieved.

**Figure 5.1.** Schematic of one typical simulation box. The oil droplet (cyan) is covered by NPs and immersed in water (pink). Green and purple beads are polar and nonpolar, respectively, on the NPs. The prolate NPs have aspect ratio 2.0, and 30% of the beads on their surface are nonpolar.
To characterize the NPs structure on a droplet we focus on the orientation of their longest axes (the c axes) either with respect to each other or with respect to the radial directions from the center of the droplet. An isotropic phase is observed when the c axes of the various NPs are randomly oriented. When the c axes are parallel to each other, an axial nematic phase is observed. A radial nematic phase is formed when the c axes are parallel to the radial direction of the droplet. Order parameters can be used to distinguish the various phases. We discussed the axial nematic order parameter when we considered flat interfaces. For this work the radial nematic order parameter, $S_R$, is more relevant, as we used it to discriminate isotropic and radial nematic phases. The latter order parameter is obtained as:

$$S_R = \left\langle \sum_i \frac{1}{2} \left( 3(u_i \cdot R_i) - 1 \right) \right\rangle$$

(5.1)

In Eq. (5.1), $u_i$ is the unit vector along the NP c axis and $R_i$ is the unit vector representing the radial direction from the center of mass of the droplet. Angular brackets represent ensemble averages. $S_R \sim 1$ when a radial nematic phase is observed; $S_R \sim 0$ when an isotropic phase with respect to the radial direction is observed. The calculation of the radial nematic order parameter facilitates the definition of the orientation angle $\alpha$, which is the angle between $u_i$ and $R_i$. In Figure 5.2 we report a schematic. When $\alpha = 0^\circ (90^\circ)$ the correspondent NP is parallel (perpendicular) to the droplet radial direction, and therefore perpendicular (parallel) to the local liquid-liquid interface. Note that the angle $\alpha$ is defined so that it is never larger than $90^\circ$. 
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Figure 5.2. Schematic representing an ellipsoidal Janus NP adsorbed at the oil-water interface. In this picture, ap (pink), p (green), o (cyan), and w (purple) represent nonpolar, polar, oil, and water, respectively. $\mathbf{u}_i$ and $\mathbf{R}_i$ are the unit vectors along the NP c axis and along the radial direction from the center of the droplet, respectively. $S_{p-w}$, $S_{p-o}$, $S_{ap-w}$, and $S_{ap-o}$ are polar NP surface in water, polar surface in oil, nonpolar surface in water, and nonpolar surface in oil, respectively. The interfacial area occupied by the NP, $S_I$, is highlighted in red. $\theta_a$ and $\theta_p$ are the contact angles of completely nonpolar and polar spherical NPs, respectively.

5.4. Results

5.4.1. Oil Droplets Immersed in Water

In Table 5.1, we report $S_R$ and the average orientation angle obtained for NPs with aspect ratio $c/b=2$ adsorbed on an oil droplet with diameter $d \sim 50R_c$ immersed in water. The NPs have two surface chemistries: N=70 and N=30 (70% and 30% nonpolar beads, respectively). The radial order parameter was calculated at various NP surface densities, expressed in terms of interface area per NP, $A_c$. Low $A_c$ corresponds to high surface density. Our results show that $S_R$ does not change significantly when $A_c$ varies for either NP type. $S_R \sim 0.8$ for NPs with N=30, and $S_R < 0.4$ for NPs with N=70. These data indicate that NPs with N=30 yield a radial nematic phase, while the N=70 NPs
yield an isotropic phase. The average orientation angle results show that the $N=30$ NPs yield an orientation angle $\alpha$ lower than $\sim20^\circ$ with respect to the droplet radial direction. The density of the NPs at the oil-water interface does not affect significantly this orientation. Instead, the average orientation angle for the NPs with $N=70$ does change with NPs surface density, form $\sim65^\circ$ at low surface density to $\sim45^\circ$ at the highest surface density considered. At all conditions, the $N=70$ NPs, as already mentioned, yield a radially isotropic phase. The behavior of NPs with aspect ratio 2 on the droplet, just summarized, is similar to that of the same NPs adsorbed at the flat oil/water interface as shown in our previous studies. The only difference is that instead of radial nematic order vs. isotropic, axial nematic order vs. isotropic was observed at the flat interfaces.

**Table 5.1.** Radial order parameter $S_R$, and average orientation angle of NPs adsorbed on an oil droplet of diameter $50R_c$ immersed in water. The errors are obtained as one standard deviation from the average of three simulations. NPs have aspect ratio 2 and surface chemistry $N=30$ or 70.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area per NP ($A_c$)</th>
<th>$N=30$</th>
<th>$N=70$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$S_R$ ($^\circ$)</td>
<td>$\alpha$ ($^\circ$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90.5</td>
<td>0.80 $\pm$ 0.05</td>
<td>19.9 $\pm$ 2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39.8</td>
<td>0.82 $\pm$ 0.03</td>
<td>19.5 $\pm$ 1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>0.82 $\pm$ 0.03</td>
<td>16.8 $\pm$ 1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>0.89 $\pm$ 0.01</td>
<td>10.4 $\pm$ 0.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In **Figure 5.3** we report representative simulation snapshots for the systems discussed in **Table 5.1** at two surface densities. These images confirm that NPs with $N=30$ (panels a and b) yield a radial nematic phase and those with $N=70$ (panels c and d)
yield an isotropic phase, independent with NP surface density. We expect that NPs of the same aspect ratio and with small N will behave similarly to those with N=30, while those with large N will behave similarly to those with N=70 NPs. Some examples are shown in Figure 5S.1 in Supplemental Information (SI) for N=10 NPs and N=90 NPs. It is worth mentioning that the NPs orientation angle at an interface, as well as their structure, depends on the interactions between the NP and the solvent beads. In Figure 5S.2 in Appendix, for example, we show that it is possible to change NP structures from isotropic to radial nematic by reducing the repulsive interaction between nonpolar and oil beads. Experimentally, changes in effective interactions can be achieved by either grafting different the functional groups to the NP surface, or by changing the solvents.

**Figure 5.3.** Representative simulation snapshots for ellipsoidal Janus NPs adsorbed on one oil droplet immersed in water. The color code is that of Figure 5.1. Water beads are not shown for clarity. The droplet diameter is 50$R_c$. The NPs have aspect ratio 2. Left and right panels are for NPs with N=30 and N=70, respectively. Top and bottom panels are for $A_e = 90.5R_c^2$ and $A_e = 19.4R_c^2$, respectively.
To further quantify the NP packing structure on the curved interface, we extracted a portion of the droplet surfaces from panels (b) and (d) in Figure 5.3. We then magnified these images in panels (a) and (c) in Figure 5.4, respectively. To improve visualization we flattened these curved surfaces and showed the locations of the NPs center of mass in panels (b) and (d), respectively. The algorithm implemented for flattening the images is described by Meng et al.²⁹ To quantify the results we considered the nearest neighbors to one tagged NP. Two NPs are considered nearest neighbors if the distance between their two centers is less than $5.5R_c$, the shortest distance between two NPs parallel to each other. In Figure 4.4, the black filled circles represent NPs with six nearest neighbors; the stars indicate NPs that do not have six nearest neighbors. The results in Figure 5.4 suggest that both N=30 and N=70 NPs yield hexagonal structures on the oil droplet, although defects are visible. The defects are due, in part, to elastic stress due to the curvature of the interface. This result agrees with observations by Bausch et al.,¹⁷⁰ who investigated spherical particles adsorbed on oil droplets, and found that the defects are necessary to alleviate the elastic stress induced by the adsorption of repulsive particles at the interface. The defects can also be a consequence of the ellipsoidal shape of the NPs considered in our simulations, which might prevent hexagonal packing when the particles are not perpendicular to the interface.
Figure 5.4. One portion of the droplets surface shown in panels (b) and (d) of Figure 5.3 is extracted and magnified in panels (a) and (c), respectively. The interfacial areas are flattened and shown in panels (b) and (d), respectively. In these latter panels the filled circles are for the centers of NPs that have six nearest neighbors, the stars for NPs with more or less than six nearest neighbors, which are indicative of ‘defects’.

When NPs of aspect ratio 4 adsorb at the flat oil/water interface, their structure changes from isotropic to axial nematic upon increasing their surface density. We investigate here whether the curved interface affects the behavior of these NPs. In Figure 5.5 we report representative simulation snapshots obtained for such NPs adsorbed on an oil droplet of diameter 50R_c. The left (right) panels are for NPs with N=30 (N=70). An isotropic phase is observed when NP density is low (A_c~90 R_c^2) for both N=30 NPs (panel a) and N=70 NPs (panel d), as confirmed by low values of S_R (S_R ~ 0.01 for both panels). At medium NP density (A_c~35 R_c^2, panels b and e) we observe that some NPs are aligned in the same direction. These NPs are found grouped
into ‘axial nematic’ domains. As domains were not observed on the flat oil-water interfaces, their appearance here must be due to the curved interface. Visualization of simulation snapshots showed that the droplet interface in these domains was flat. Note that the orientation angle of NPs on one domain can be different compared to that on other domains. The size and shape of one domain can be also different with those of other domains. When the NP density is sufficiently high ($A_c \sim 24 R_c^2$), a radial nematic phase is observed for $N=30$ NPs (panel c, for which $S_K \sim 0.88$), while axial nematic domains are observed for $N=70$ NPs (panel f).

**Figure 5.5.** Representative simulation snapshots for ellipsoidal Janus NPs adsorbed on one oil droplet. Water beads are not shown for clarity. The droplet diameter is $50R_c$. The NPs have aspect ratio 4. Left and right panels are for NPs with $N=30$ and $N=70$, respectively. From top to bottom, the NP surface density is increased: in panels (a) and (d) $A_c \sim 90 R_c^2$; (b) and (e) $A_c \sim 35 R_c^2$; (c) and (f) $A_c \sim 24 R_c^2$. 
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In **Figure 5.6** we report simulations snapshots to systematically present the change of NP structures as the oil droplet size varies. All snapshots are shown at high NP surface density \( (A_c \sim 24 R_c^2) \). NPs with aspect ratio 4 are used. The left and right panels are for NPs with \( N=30 \) and \( N=70 \), respectively. The snapshots for droplet size \( d=50R_c \) are shown in **Figure 5.5**, and are not reproduced here. The top panels are for the flat interfaces. The inspection of these images suggests that, as droplet size reduces, \( N=30 \) NPs structures change from axial nematic on the entire interface (panel a) to axial nematic domains (panel b) to radial nematic phase (panel c). The observations for \( N=70 \) NPs are similar to those of \( N=30 \) NPs except that the transformation to radial nematic phase is not observed.

**Figure 5.6.** Representative simulation snapshots for ellipsoidal Janus NPs adsorbed at oil/water interfaces of increasing curvature. The NPs have aspect ratio 4. The area per NP is constant at \( A_c \sim 24 R_c^2 \). Left and right panels are for NPs with \( N=30 \) and \( N=70 \), respectively. Panels (a) and (d) are for flat interface; (b) and (e) for a droplet of diameter \( d=75R_c \); (c) and (f) for a droplet of diameter \( d=20R_c \).
For the NPs of aspect ratio $c/b=4$ and $N=30$ adsorbed on an oil droplet we systematically changed the droplet size. From an experimental point of view, the droplet size could change during evaporation processes, during which the droplet size changes with time.\textsuperscript{171} In Figure 5.7 we report the average orientation angle, $\alpha$, as a function of the area per NP. The orientation angles at low surface density are similar for all droplet diameters, and it reduces as the area per particle decreases. The effect is more pronounced for smaller droplets. For example, as $A_c$ reduces from $A_c=90$ to $20 R_c^2$, the orientation angles reduce by about 40$^\circ$ when the NPs are adsorbed on droplets of diameter $d=20$ and 50 $R_c$, and only by about 20$^\circ$ when the droplet diameter is $d=75 R_c$, or larger (see limit for flat interface). These results suggest that curvature has a considerable effect on the particles behavior when droplet diameter is 50 $R_c$ or less.

We complement our analysis by drawing a ‘master curve’ (solid line) in Figure 5.7. This curve identifies three regions corresponding to three NP structures, i.e., isotropic (Region 1), axial nematic domains (Region 2), and radial nematic (Region 3). In each region, the line was obtained by the least square method from the correspondent simulation results. In Region 1 the NP surface density has a negligible effect on the averaged orientation angle. In Region 2 the averaged orientation angle decreases as the NP surface density increases, but the change never exceeds 20$^\circ$, and it is not uniform for all the particles on a droplet (because of the formation of the axial nematic domains). In Region 3, upon the formation of the radial nematic structure, the averaged orientation angle can change up to ~40$^\circ$ with a small change in NP surface density.

The results just discussed are most likely dependent on the NP features. In Figure 5S.3 of the Appendix we report simulation results for NPs of aspect ratio 4 and
with \( N=70 \) adsorbed on either a flat oil-water interface, or on one oil droplet of diameter \( d=50R_c \). As the NP surface density increases, the orientation angle is never less than \( 40^\circ \), and the change in orientation angle due to increasing surface density is of at most \(~20^\circ\). This happens because the NPs considered do not yield the radial nematic structure at the conditions considered in our simulations.

![Figure 5.7](image)

**Figure 5.7.** Average orientation angle as a function of area per NP. Results are for NPs with aspect ratio \( c/b=4 \) and \( N=30 \). Different symbols are for different droplet diameters. The error bars are obtained as one standard deviation from the average of three simulations. The solid line is a ‘master curve’, which can be divided into three regions. See text for a discussion.

### 5.4.2. Water Droplets Immersed in Oil

When the NPs are adsorbed on water droplets immersed in oil the simulation results are qualitatively similar to those discussed above for oil droplets immersed in water. In supplemental material we provide the relevant information ([Table 5S.1](#) and **Figures 5S.4-5S.6**). However, there are a few differences. The NPs were found to show only one preferred orientation angle when adsorbed on oil droplets regardless of droplet sizes, NPs type, and surface densities. When NPs of small aspect ratio (\( c/b=2 \)) adsorb on
water droplets, they also show only one preferred orientation angle (see Figure 5S.4). However, when NPs of high aspect ratio (c/b=4) adsorb on water droplets, they can exhibit two preferred orientation angles (see Figure 5S.5). To qualify this phenomenon we computed the probability distribution function (PDF) of orientation angle $\alpha$ (see Figure 5.8). We show results for NPs with c/b=4 and N=30 (panel a) and N=70 (panel b). The droplet diameter is $\sim 40R_c$. For the NPs with N=30 we observe preferential orientations at $\alpha \sim 75^\circ$ and $\alpha \sim 15^\circ$, with their prevalence depending on surface density (as the density increases the prevalence of the small angle increases). Sequences of visualization snapshots (see, e.g., Figure 5S.5) show that these NPs can dynamically change their preferential orientation during the length of our simulations, suggesting that the results are not due to long-lived metastable states. When the surface density of the NPs is increased (see simulation snapshots in Figure 5S.6) two preferential orientations might be needed to accommodate the structure of the NPs on the droplet surface. When NP surface density is sufficiently high, N=70 NPs are observed to yield radial nematic phase (Figure 5S6). This is not documented when droplet is oil.

**Figure 5.8.** Probability density distribution (PDF) of the orientation angle of ellipsoidal Janus NPs of aspect ratio 4 adsorbed on a water droplet of diameter $d=40R_c$. Panels (a) and (b) are for N=30 and N=70, respectively. Different lines are for different NP surface densities, $A_c$. 
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5.5. Discussion

When adsorbed at the flat oil/water interface, NPs arrange to (1) minimize the interfacial energy, (2) minimize particle-particle and particle-solvent interactions, and (3) maximize the system entropy.\textsuperscript{150,160} Similar arguments hold for the attachment of particles to spherical interfaces, with the difference that the interfacial curvature is also responsible of the Laplace pressure, which the particles respond to. The attachment energy for one NP moving from the oil phase to a spherical interface can be derived as (see SI):

\[
\Delta E = -\gamma (S_{ap-w} \cos \theta_a + S_{p-w} \cos \theta_p + S_I) + \frac{2\epsilon \gamma}{R} V_{NP-w}
\]  

(5.2)

In Eq. (5.2), $S_{ap-w}$, $S_{p-w}$, and $S_I$ are the NP polar area immersed in water, NP nonpolar area immersed in water, and droplet interfacial area occupied by the NP, respectively. $\theta_a$ and $\theta_p$ are the three phases contact angles of a spherical NP when its surface is totally covered by nonpolar and polar beads, respectively. See Figure 5.2 for a schematic for the various geometrical terms. $\gamma$ is the oil/water interfacial tension. $\epsilon$ is -1 for an oil droplet in water, and 1 for a water droplet in oil. $V_{NP-w}$ is the NP volume immersed in water. $R$ is the droplet radius. The parenthetical terms represent the attachment energy when the interface is flat, while the last term represents the contribution of the Laplace pressure.

The change in NP structure in Figure 5.5 (isotropic - axial nematic domains - radial nematic) as NP surface density increases is rationalized by the entropic effect, attachment energy reduction and steric effect. The entropic effect is responsible for the change from isotropic phase to the axial nematic domain structure. This transition is
reminiscent of the one from isotropic to axial nematic we documented on flat interfaces,\textsuperscript{160} and it is due to the curvature of the interface.

The transition between axial nematic domains to radial nematic phase that occurs for N=30 NPs (panel (c) in Figure 5.5) is due to both energetic and steric effects. As all the particles assume low orientation angles, they reduce steric repulsions among themselves, and they also increase the polar NP surface area exposed to water and the apolar one exposed to the oil phase. Note that in the radial nematic phase, most of N=30 NPs are immersed in water, outside of the droplet.

The transformation to radial nematic phase only occurs when the droplet is sufficiently small, and the appropriate NPs are used (c/b=4 and N=30 for the simulations of Figure 5.6). This suggests that the radial nematic phase is due to a combination of steric effects and Laplace pressure contributions, both maximized in small droplets when the particles are largely immersed in the surrounding continuous phase.

Park et al.,\textsuperscript{150} showed that an ellipsoidal Janus NP adsorbed at the flat oil/water interface can show two preferential orientation angles, correspondent to the energy wells. One energy well is a consequence of NP maximizing the interfacial area occupied, $S_I$ (large angle), the other corresponds to the NP minimizing the interactions with the solvents (low angle). A particle can move from one preferential orientation to the other if the energy barrier between the two energy wells is not too high. Our previous results for NPs at a flat oil-water interface suggested that, under the simulated conditions, the NPs only showed one preferential orientation angle.\textsuperscript{160} The results shown in Figure 5.8 show that when the NPs are adsorbed on a water droplet, they can change their preferential orientation. This suggests that for this system the energy barrier
separating the two wells (low and high orientation angle) is not too high. This is probably due to both particle-fluid interactions and to the Laplace pressure contribution to Eq. (5.2). When NP density is sufficiently high, N=70 NPs can yield radial nematic phases because both energetic and steric effects are favorable. Note that most part of N=70 NPs are immersed in oil, outside the droplet.

### 5.6. Conclusions

The structures of prolate Janus nanoparticles assembled at spherical oil/water interfaces were investigated using dissipative particle dynamics simulations. These structures were found to depend on nanoparticle characteristics (aspect ratio, surface chemistry, and surface density) and the properties of the droplets (curvature and liquid type). The structure of NPs can be either isotropic, radial nematic phases or axial nematic domains. The entropic effect, tendency to reduce attachment energy, and steric effect are responsible for the formation of these structures. Our findings can contribute in enhancing the stability of Pickering emulsions stability and designing novel materials via evaporation and crystallization.
Chapter 6. Conclusions and Future Work

This thesis investigated the effect of nanoparticle (NP) surface chemistry, shape, concentration, composition and the curvature of the interface on the behavior of nanoparticles. We focused on the following objectives:

- NP surface density and composition effect on structure and diffusion of spherical NPs when they adsorbed at the flat oil/water interface.
- Some evidence of emergent behavior of ellipsoidal Janus NPs adsorbed at the flat oil/water interface.
- Ellipsoidal Janus nanoparticles assembled at the spherical oil/water interfaces.

On the first objective, the analysis of the behavior of spherical NPs adsorbed at the flat oil/water interface provides insights on their structure and diffusion. We found that the structure of NPs changes from liquid-like to hexagonal solid-like as NP surface density increases. NPs can reduce interfacial tension provided that the NP surface density is high and the interactions between NPs are repulsive. Janus NPs are better at reducing interfacial tension than homogeneous NPs. The simulation results for mixture of NPs indicate that the self-diffusion coefficient is not a monotonic function of mixture composition. These finding may help enhance the efficiency of using nanoparticles in Pickering emulsions, including using several different types of NPs to stabilize emulsions.

On the second object, we focused on ellipsoidal Janus NPs adsorbed at the flat oil/water interface. The orientation of NPs with respect to the interface was found to depend on NP surface chemistry, aspect ratio and NP surface density. For prolate Janus
NPs with aspect ratio of 4, our results show an isotropic-nematic phase transition as NP surface density increases. This is the results of the entropic effects. These findings are helpful in Pickering emulsion and new material synthesis.

On the final objective, we investigated the behavior of ellipsoidal Janus NPs when adsorbed at either oil or water droplet surfaces. It is found that isotropic and radial nematic phases, and sometimes, axial nematic domains were formed depending NP characteristics (aspect ratio, amount of nonpolar beads on their surface), NP surface density, curvature of the interface and liquid type. NPs are found to have only one orientation angle when adsorbed on the oil droplet surfaces. On the contrary, NPs can switch between two orientation angle when adsorbed on water droplets, provided that NP aspect ratio is sufficiently high and the amount of nonpolar beads on their surface is small. Our finding could be helpful in interpreting the results of using ellipsoidal NPs to stabilize emulsions as well as the structure of non-spherical NPs when adsorbed at the curved surfaces.

There are many topics can be built on our thesis. One possible direction is to investigate the stability of emulsions stabilized by ellipsoidal Janus NPs. The interesting question could be how the change in the orientation angle affects the thin film around the droplet, and hence affect the coalescence. Another possible topic is to investigate the ‘bridging nanoparticle’ where NPs can act like a bridge between two droplets. These NPs may have homogeneous surface chemistry. A flocculation may occur when NPs have this ability.
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APPENDIX

A. Supporting Information for chapter 4

In the main text (see Figure 4.2) we defined the orientation angle $\alpha$ as the angle between the vector $n$ normal to the interface and the unit vector along the axis $c$ of one NP. In the main text we report the averaged orientation angle as obtained during our simulations. In addition, we calculated the probability distribution ($P$) of orientation angles for nanoparticles (NPs) with different geometries and surface chemistry. The results are plotted in Figure 4S.1 for all NPs considered in this work with nonpolar fraction $x=30$ and in Figure 4S.2 for all NPs with $x=70$. For every NP considered, our results show that the probability distribution is characterized by one clear maximum, although the distribution can in some cases be wide. This suggests that the averaged orientation angles reported in the main text representative of equilibrium conditions, and that some NPs oscillate more than others around their preferential orientation.

To understand the effect of bead-bead interactions on the averaged orientation angle, we conducted additional simulations in which the interaction parameter that describes the interactions between water (w) and nonpolar (ap) beads was changed systematically. The results are shown in Figure 4S.3. Note that all other interaction parameters shown in Table 2.1 of the main text have not been changed for these calculations. The w-ap interaction parameter is $178.5k_BT/R_c$ for the simulations discussed in the main text. This parameter was changed systematically from 158 to 198 $k_BT/R_c$ for the simulations shown in Figure 4S.3. The results show that the orientation angle decreases as the w-ap interaction parameter increases.
Figure 4S.1. Probability distribution of the orientation angle for ellipsoidal NPs at the water-decane interface. The results are obtained for NPs with nonpolar fraction x=30. Different panels are for different NPs. In each panel, three NP surface densities are presented. In some cases the lines overlap. Different panels are for NPs with different aspect ratio: (a) c/b=0.3; (b) c/b=0.5; (c) c/b=1; (d) c/b=1.5; (e) c/b=2; (f) c/b=4.
Figure 4S.2. Probability distribution of the orientation angle for ellipsoidal NPs at the water-decane interface. The results are obtained for NPs with nonpolar fraction $x=70$. Different panels are for different NPs. In each panel, three NP surface densities are presented. In some cases the lines overlap. Different panels are for NPs with different aspect ratio: (a) $c/b=0.3$; (b) $c/b=0.5$; (c) $c/b=1$; (d) $c/b=1.5$; (e) $c/b=2$; (f) $c/b=4$. 
Figure 4S.3. Orientation angle as a function of surface properties for prolate NPs with \( c/b=2 \). Different lines are results obtained for different w-ap interaction parameters. The results are obtained at a surface coverage correspondent to a surface area per NP \( A_c \approx 84.34 \, R_c^2 \). Error bars represent one standard deviation from the average, and can be smaller than symbols. Lines are guides to the eye.

B. Supporting Information for chapter 5

In Figure 5S.1 we show representative snapshots for NPs with aspect ratio of 2 when adsorbed at oil droplet interface. The droplet diameter is 50\( R_c \). The interface area per NP is \( A_c=90.5 \, R_c^2 \). The NPs with \( N=10 \), panel a, create a radial nematic phase. The NPs with \( N=90 \), panel b, show an isotropic phase.

Figure 5S.1. Simulation snapshots of NPs with aspect ratio 2 adsorbed on an oil droplet immersed in water. The color code is that of Figure 5S.1 in the main text. The droplet diameter is 50\( R_c \). Left and right panels are for NPs with \( N=10 \) and \( N=90 \), respectively. The area per NP is \( A_c=90.5 \, R_c^2 \).
In Figure 5S.2 we show representative simulation results obtained for NPs with aspect ratio 2 and N=70 adsorbed on an oil droplet of droplet diameter d=50R_c. The results shown in panel (a) are for an isotropic phase, obtained with the o-ap interaction parameter set at 161.5 k_B T/R_c. The results in panel (b) are obtained by reducing this parameter to 120 k_B T/R_c. The radial nematic order S_R~0.16 for panel (a) (indicative of an isotropic phase) and ~0.8 for panel (b) (indicative of a radial nematic phase).

Figure 5S.2. Simulation snapshots for NPs with aspect ratio 2 and N=70 adsorbed on one oil droplet. The color code is that of Figure 5S.1. The droplet diameter is 50R_c. Panel (a), shown also in the main text, was obtained when the o-ap interaction parameter was set to 161.5 k_B T/R_c. Panel (b) was obtained when the o-ap interaction parameter was reduced to 120 k_B T/R_c.

In Figure 5S.3 we report the averaged orientation angle as a function of area per NP, A_c, for NPs with aspect ratio 4 and N=30 adsorbed either on a flat oil-water
interface, or on an oil droplet of diameter 50R_c. Note that the orientation angles are always larger than 40°.

**Figure 5S.3.** Average orientation angle as a function of area per NP. Results are for NPs with aspect ratio 4 and N=70. The NPs are either adsorbed at a flat interface, or on an oil droplet of diameter 50R_c. The error bars are obtained as one standard deviation from the average of three simulations. Lines are guides to the eyes.

In Table 5S.1, we report $S_R$ and the average orientation angle for NPs with aspect ratio c/b=2 adsorbed on a water droplet of diameter d~40R_c immersed in oil. We present the results for N=30 and N=70 NPs at different NP surface densities. The results indicate that $S_R$ does not change substantially as $A_c$ varies for both NP types considered. $S_R > 0.81$ for NPs with N=30 suggests a radial nematic phase, and $S_R < 0.4$ for NPs with N=70 indicates an isotropic phase. The orientation angle with respect to the droplet radial direction for N=30 NPs is always small (~15°), independent of NP surface density. This observation is consistent with radial nematic phase characteristic,
where NPs are parallel to the droplet radial vector. The orientation angle for N=70 NPs changes from ~ 60° at low NP surface density to ~ 38° at the highest NP density considered.

**Table 5S.1.** Radial order parameter $S_R$, and average orientation angle of NPs adsorbed on a water droplet of diameter 40$R_c$ immersed in oil. The errors are obtained as one standard deviation from the average. NPs have aspect ratio 2 and surface chemistry N=30 or 70.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area per NP ($A_c$)</th>
<th>N=30</th>
<th>N=70</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$S_R$ ($\alpha$)</td>
<td>$S_R$ ($\alpha$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60.2</td>
<td>$0.81 \pm 0.04$</td>
<td>$0.2 \pm 0.08$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.8</td>
<td>$0.91 \pm 0.01$</td>
<td>$0.45 \pm 0.03$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In **Figure 5S.4** we report representative simulation snapshots for NPs of aspect ratio 2 adsorbed on water droplets of diameter 40$R_c$. The NPs with N=30 (panel a) yield a radial nematic structure, while the NPs with N=70 (panel b) are isotropic. These results are similar to those obtained for the NPs on the oil droplet.

**Figure 5S.4.** Simulation snapshots of NPs with aspect ratio 2 adsorbed on one water droplet of diameter 40$R_c$. The color code is that of **Figure 5S.1.** Left and right panels are for NPs with N=30 and N=70, respectively. The area per NP is $A_c=60 R_c^2$. Oil molecules are not shown for clarity.
In Figure 5S.5 we report a sequence of simulation snapshots obtained for a system containing NPs of aspect ratio 4 and N=30 adsorbed on one water droplet of diameter 40R. One particle is highlighted in blue to ease visualization. The area per NP is \( A_c = 60 R^2 \). The highlighted NP was found to have small orientation angle at \( t=0 \) and \( t=39 \) ns and large orientation angle at \( t=16 \) and 66ns. This indicates that the NPs simulated here have the ability of changing their preferred orientation with respect to the radial direction during the length of our simulations.

**Figure 5S.5.** Sequence of simulation snapshots obtained for a system containing NPs of aspect ratio 4 and N=30 adsorbed on one water droplet of diameter 40R, immersed in oil, at different simulation times. The color code is that of Figure 5.1, except one particle is highlighted in blue to ease visualization. The area per NP is \( A_c = 60 R^2 \). The labels indicate the simulation time.
Simulation snapshots for NPs with aspect ratio 4 adsorbed on water droplets of diameter $40R_c$ as a function of surface density are shown in Figure 5S.6. The left (right) panels are for $N=30$ ($N=70$) NPs. An isotropic orientation is observed for both $N=30$ NPs (panel a) and $N=70$ NPs (panel d) when the NP density is low, $A_c=60 R_c^2$. When the NP surface density increases to $A_c=45 R_c^2$, most of $N=30$ NPs (panel b) have low orientation angle. At this condition, $N=70$ NPs (panel e) yield axial nematic domains. When the NP density is sufficiently high (panels e and f), a radial nematic phase is observed for both $N=30$ and $N=70$ NPs.

**Figure 5S6.** Representative simulation snapshots for ellipsoidal Janus NPs of aspect ratio 4 adsorbed on a water droplet of diameter $40R_c$. The left (right) panel is for NPs with $N=30$ (70). The surface density increases from top to bottom: in panels (a) and (d) $A_c=60 R_c^2$; (b) and (e) $A_c=45 R_c^2$; (c) and (f) $A_c=32 R_c^2$.  
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Figure 5S.7. Schematic representing an ellipsoidal Janus NP adsorbed at the oil-water interface. In this picture, \( \text{ap} \) (pink), \( \text{p} \) (green), \( \text{o} \) (cyan), and \( \text{w} \) (purple) represent nonpolar, polar, oil, and water, respectively. \( u \) and \( R \) are the unit vectors along the NP c axis and along the radial direction from the center of the droplet, respectively. \( S_{p-w} \), \( S_{p-o} \), \( S_{ap-w} \), and \( S_{ap-o} \) are polar NP surface in water, polar surface in oil, nonpolar surface in water, and nonpolar surface in oil, respectively. The interfacial area occupied by the NP, \( S_I \), is highlighted in red. \( \theta_a \) and \( \theta_p \) are the contact angles of completely nonpolar and polar spherical NPs, respectively.

The attachment energy in Eq. (5.2) can be derived as the following steps.\(^{52,150,172,173}\)

The energy when a NP is totally immersed in oil phase

\[
E_o = \gamma_{p-o} (S_{p-w} + S_{p-o}) + \gamma_{ap-o} (S_{ap-w} + S_{ap-o}) + \gamma_{o-w} S_0 + P_o V_{NP}
\]

(5S.1)

The energy when this NP is adsorbed at the water/oil interface

\[
E_I = \gamma_{p-o} S_{p-o} + \gamma_{ap-o} S_{ap-o} + \gamma_{p-w} S_{p-w} + \gamma_{ap-w} S_{ap-w} + \gamma_{o-w} (S_0 - S_I) + P_o V_{NP-o} + P_w V_{NP-w}
\]

(5S.2)
In these equations, \( E_o \) and \( E_I \) are the energies when the NP immersed in oil phase and adsorbed at the oil/water interface, respectively; \( \gamma_{o-w}, \gamma_{p-o}, \gamma_{ap-o}, \gamma_{p-w} \), and \( \gamma_{ap-w} \) are the surface tension between oil and water, polar and oil, nonpolar and oil, polar and water, and nonpolar and water respectively; \( S_{p-w}, S_{p-o}, S_{ap-w}, \) and \( S_{ap-o} \) are polar NP surface immersed in water, polar NP surface immersed in oil, nonpolar NP surface in water, and nonpolar NP surface in oil, respectively; \( P_o \) and \( P_w \) are the pressure of the oil and water phases, respectively; \( V_{NP-o}, V_{NP-w}, \) and \( V_{NP} \) are the NP volume immersed in oil phase, water phase, and total NP volume, respectively. \( S_o \) and \( S_I \) are the total oil/water interface and the oil/water interface occupied by the NP.

The attachment energy \( \Delta E \) is obtained by subtracting Eq. (5S.2) from Eq. (5S.1)

\[
\Delta E = S_{p-w}(\gamma_{p-w} - \gamma_{p-o}) + S_{ap-w}(\gamma_{ap-w} - \gamma_{ap-o}) - \gamma_{o-w} S_I + (P_w - P_o)V_{NP-w} \tag{5S.3}
\]

We apply the Young’s relation

\[
\gamma_{o-w} \cos \theta_p = \gamma_{p-o} - \gamma_{p-w} \\
\gamma_{o-w} \cos \theta_a = \gamma_{ap-o} - \gamma_{ap-w} \tag{5S.4}
\]

Substituting Eq. (5S4) into Eq. (5S3), we obtain

\[
\Delta E = -\gamma_{o-w}(S_{p-w} \cos \theta_p + S_{ap-w} \cos \theta_a + S_I) + (P_w - P_o)V_{NP-w} \tag{5S.5}
\]

The difference between pressure inside and outside droplet can be described by Laplace pressure

\[
P_{\text{inside}} - P_{\text{outside}} = \frac{2\gamma_{o-w}}{R} \tag{5S.6}
\]

Here \( R \) is the droplet radius.

For the water droplet:
\( P_w - P_o = \frac{2\gamma_{o-w}}{R} \) \hfill (5S.6a)

For the oil droplet

\( P_w - P_o = -\frac{2\gamma_{o-w}}{R} \) \hfill (5S.6b)

The attachment energy when a NP adsors on water droplet

\[
\Delta E = -\gamma_{o-w} (S_{p-w} \cos \theta_p + S_{ap-w} \cos \theta_a + S_I) + \frac{2\gamma_{o-w}}{R} V_{NP-w}
\] \hfill (5S.7)

The attachment energy when a NP adsors on oil droplet

\[
\Delta E = -\gamma_{o-w} (S_{p-w} \cos \theta_p + S_{ap-w} \cos \theta_a + S_I) - \frac{2\gamma_{o-w}}{R} V_{NP-w}
\] \hfill (5S.8)

We can combine Eq. (S7) and (S8) in a general form

\[
\Delta E = -\gamma_{o-w} (S_{p-w} \cos \theta_p + S_{ap-w} \cos \theta_a + S_I) - \frac{2\gamma_{o-w}}{R} V_{NP-w}
\] \hfill (5S.9)

Where \( \varepsilon = 1 \) when the droplet is water and \( \varepsilon = -1 \) when the droplet is oil.
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